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WELL DRESSED
TUBES ARE

WEARING

In their design considerations leading Tube Manufacturers are
now specifying MYKROY because it provides the ideal combination
of essential insulation characteristics
low -loss
dimensional

stability

-

...

high strength and heat resistance.

-

Through advanced engineering ideas utilizing imp-oved materials and better techniques, modern radio tubes achieve a high
degree of efficiency. Complete vacuums within the tubes provide
the perfect low -loss inter -electrode insulation; externally, however,
insulation of lower dielectric properties is often used, : onsiderably

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES*
18000- 21000psi

MODULUS OF RUPTURE
HARDNESS

Mohs Scale 3 -4 BHN. BHN 500 K9 Load. 63 -74
IMPACT STRENGTH
ASTM Charpy .34-.41 ft. lbs.
COMPRESSION STRENGTH
42000 psi
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
2.75 -3.8
THERMAL EXPANSION
000006 per Degree Fahr.
APPEARANCE
Brownish Grey to Light Tan
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
6 5 -7
/s "1
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
630 Volts per Mil
POWER FACTOR
.001 -.002 IMeets AWS L -41

reducing tube efficiency.
The external leaks that occur at plate, grid, filament, tube base
and socket terminals due to poor insulation, seriously) reduce power

l'

output. To reduce these external power losses
to a negligible minimum, you can now obtain
tube accessories and parts made of MYKROY
. , the perfected mica ceramic insulation.

THESE VALUES COVER THE VARIOUS
GRADES OF MYKROY
GRADE 8. Best for low loss requirements.
GRADE 38. Best for low loss combined with high mechanical strength.
GRADE 51. Best for molding applications.
Special formulas compounded for spe ial requiremen s.

,

Write for full information today. Ask for your copy of
#104
containing the scientific
facts about this vastly improved Radio Tube Insulator.
the MYKROY BLlletin
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Based on Power Factor Measurements mode by
Boonton Radio Corp. on standard Mykroy stock.

MOLDED TO SPECIFICATIONS
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To assist the equipment designer Federal offers comprehensive data on high frequency cables.
This technical information sheet provides the design -

engineer with pertinent electrical and physical
characteristics... including impedance, capacitance,
attenuation, diameter, materials, and weight
for Federal's wide variety of high- frequency
cables.
Single and double braid, armored, dual con-

...

ductor and dual coaxial, air - spaced, low capacitance
there's a right
lines, and antenna lead -in wire
type for your job, backed by the built -in superiority
that's a tradition with Federal.
Special developments in flexible low -loss cables
by Federal have resulted in superior cables for
all types of transmission. For a better joh, see
Federal first.
Write for your cable information sheet today.

...

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporal/Oil
Newark
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GEARED TO WAR DEMANDS

SPECIALISTS IN
Johnson production facilities are flexible - -

Fixed and Variable Condensers

Porcelain and Steatite Insulators
IO

or 10,000 - - standard

special -

-

specifications or

repeat items or new

- - any

plating

- - any metal or alloy - - any insulation. If it's

Plugs, Jacks, Clips and Connectors

Fixed and Variable Inductors

Radio Frequency Chokes
Flexible and Rigid Insulated Couplings

Antenna Systems and Equipment

metal or insulation or

a

combination of both,

Mycalex Machining and Parts
Special Insulated Assemblies

try Johnson first.
Ask for Catalog 968 (K)
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Transients
FCC PROPOSED FREQUENCY

ALLOCATIONS
*As we go to press, we learn that the FCC has just
issued its report on proposed frequency allocations for
bands from 25,000 to 30,000 kc as tabulated below:
25 -30 mc. Fixed and mobile operations
30 -40
Fixed and mobile operations, except for aeronautical services.
40 -42
Fixed and mobile operations.
42-44
Fixed and mobile operations, except aero
nautical, and to be used temporarily by FM
44 -50
The No. 1 television channel
50 -60
Amateurs 50 -54, and television channel No. 2
from 54 to 60
Television, channels 3, 4, 5 and 6.
FM
Not allocated. Reserved for future assignment to FM or other services.
108 -118
Air navigation (dropping out former amateur
band)
118 -132
Aeronautical mobile service
132 -144
Government
144 -148
Amateur services
148 -162
Police, fire, forestry and railroad services
162 -180
Government services and navigation aids
180 -216
Television, government services, and nongovernmental fixed and mobile services.
216 -420
Government and amateurs
420 -450
Amateurs and air navigation
450 -460
Air navigation, temporarily
460 -470
Citizens radiocommunication service ("walk ie-- talkies ")
470 -480
Experimental facsimile broadcasting
480 -960
Experimental Broadcast services, including
television
960 -1125
Navigation aids
1126 -1225
Amateurs
1225 ?1325
Television relay experimentation
1325 -1450
Government
1450-1500
Air navigation
1500 -1550
Meteorological service
1550-1650
Experimental aerontautical mobile services
1650-1900
Government
1900 -30,000 Governmental and non -governmental services
If approved, these allocations are to take effect after
the war. A short period has been allotted so that those
who wish to file objections to the report may do so, and
undoubtedly some will. FM receives its usual kicking
around, being deprived of its present band and moved
upstairs to the 84 -102 mc region, in defiance of the recommendations of panels 2 and 5 of the RTPB. The
reason given is that the new band will eliminate sky wave effects, and will provide more channels. Anticipating objections that this frequency shift will render
60 -84
84 -102
102 -108
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obsolete must F\1 broadcast receivers now in service,
it is pointed out that the RTPB recommendations for a
wider band in the present segment would necessitate
changes, too. The FCC standpoint seems to be that
half a loaf is worse than none. And it would seem that
the sky -wave effects present on lower frequency f-m
bands should be certainly less objectionable than similar
effects on equivalent television bands which are retained.
As for television, 12 channels below 225 nie have been
proposed as at present, and an additional band between
480 and 920 nic is allotted for color and high- definition
systems. This gives advocates of both schools of thought
on the subject an opportunity to show what they can do.
For television relay experimentation, the band from
1225 to 1325 me has been chosen.
Amateurs are assigned the 144 -148 mc band, part of
the 420 -450 band, and frequencies from 1125 to 1225
mc. These offer interesting possibilities for development.
Unquestionably the most interesting of all proposals
is that assigning a band from 460 to 470 kc for "citizens
radiocommunication service ". It is intended that this
band be used for such applications as two -way "walkietalkie" service, for the doctor who wants to keep in
touch with his office, for farmers and others who want
to contact individuals at work in fields, and for the host
of other applications of similar nature which immediately are bound to occur to any imaginative person.
For the hiker, camper, and others on the go, selfpropelled or otherwise, the "walkie-talkie" should soon
become a necessity, with but little encouragement from
advertising copy -writers. For manufacturers of this
type of apparatus, and for the hundreds of thousands of
people employed by them, reconversion may become
something to be longed for, not a specter of despair.
And this applies likewise to the manufacturers of crystals, who have been wondering what may become of
them in the postwar period, and to the host of makers
of component parts who have viewed glumly the constant emphasis on high -unit -cost apparatus proposed for
postwar marketing, with its inevitable low sales volume
prospects.
Of course, the frequency band provided for "walkietalkies" is relatively small, but it can be enlarged. The
vital point is that, for the first time, unlicensed individuals may use radio apparatus to communicate with each
other. Here, indeed, is an FCC action which transcends
a purely routine function and becomes an act of statesmanship. For many it will appear almost as an act of

Providence!

-I. H. P.
5

SYLVANIA .NEWS
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT EllI'hION
Published in the Interests of Better Sight and Sound

JANUARY

Electronic Devices
Broaden Sylvania's
Service to Industry
The manufacture of electronic equipment
for certain specialized communications
and industrial applications is an important phase of Sylvania service. Manufacture of this type of equipment is carried

Sylvania Begins Survey of Public
Interest in Television Receivers
Findings Will Assist Manufacturers in
Gaging Markets, Determining Price Range
Thousands of personal interviews and an intensive advertising campaign
in the pages of leading consumer publications form the twin phases of a
comprehensive survey which Sylvania is launching to gage the interest of
consumers in the purchase of television sets, and to learn the extent of the

LOCKIN TUBES
IDEAL FOR UHF

An electronic device undergoes test in
the laboratories of Sylvania's Indus-

trial Apparatus Plant.

on in a separate Industrial Apparatus

Plant located at Williamsport, Pa.
This aspect of Sylvania's activities is
a natural outgrowth of the company's
intensive experience in the design and
application of electron tubes.

DID

1945

potential market for receivers in various
selling price ranges. The results of this
survey are expected to be great value
in guiding the planning of the manufacturers of television sets.
Television, moreover, is but one of the
aspects which will be covered in this

a

The trend toward the use of ultra -high
frequencies brings to the fore the outstanding advantages of Sylvania's Lock In Tubes. While the name of this line of
tubes has tended to emphasize the physical details of mounting, one of the chief
motivating forces in their design was the
desire of Sylvania engineers to improve
the electrical characteristics of tubes,
particularly at the higher frequencies.
The Lock -In feature itself has been
responsible for the extensive use of these
tubes, particularly in automobile radios;
electrical features point to wide utilization in television and FM.

SYLVESTER SURVEY
r,.rN èn

You KNOW.. .
The type of set people prefer -floor
or table model, radio only or radio phonograph combination will also
be studied in the Sylvania survey.

-

That Sylvania Tungsten Lamps are standard
equipment for signaling purposes on many
telephone switchboards? They are made in a
range of electrical characteristics for use in
any type of switchboard.

*

*

*

That Sylvania Near Ultra -Violet Lamps activate the fluorescent dials on airplane instrument panels? Lamps are small, compact, designed to operate from a 24-28 volt direct
current source.

"I wonder il I could have your views on
what the postwar radio will be like."

SI'LVANIA

nation -wide poll. Consumers will also be
queried on such points as their interest
in FM; the desirability of short-wave
bands; reaction to push button tuning.
The reasons why people decide on new set
purchases will also come in for scrutiny.
As the survey progresses, findings will
be reported from time to time in future
issues of SYLVANIA NEWS.

ELECTRIC

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Radio Division, Emporium, Pa.
MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, FLUORESCENT LAMPS. FIXTURES. ACCESSORIES. INCANDESCENT LAMPS

6
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FAST, RELIABLE SOURCE FOR

TECHNICANA
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

*

It is custunlar) to employ inverse
feedback in audio amplifier design to
improve frequency response. This is
particularly necessary when the output
tube is a pentode or beam power tetrode
having high plate resistance and the
load is a loudspeaker having an impedance which varies with frequency.
Negative feedback, if excessive, may
result in extreme cutback of high frequency reponse so that an unnatural
quality is obtained from the speaker.
Some of the factors to be considered
in amplifier design are discussed by S.
W. Amos in the December 1944 issue
of Wireless World. The article is
entitled "Feedback and the Loudspeaker."
The equivalent electrical circuit of a
dynamic loudspeaker speech coil is
shown in Fig. 1, in which R and L

For Measurement,

Allied's concentration of leading
makes under one roof means you can
obtain the type of instrument you
want ... in the shortest time possible.
This specialized service to industry, government, and research laboratories simplifies procurement . . . increases
efficiency
saves hours, days, and effort. Such
well known makes as RCA, Dumont, G.E., Industrial Instruments, Hickok. Radio City, Triplett
and others. Many on hand for immediate delivery.

Inspection,
Testing and
Control
Figure

1

represent the resistance and inductance
of the speech coil, L. denotes the mass,
C. the compliance of the diaphragm
and `tir load, and R. is the radiation
resistance representing the resistive
component of the actual power radiated
from the speaker.
The impedance characteristic of a
typical loudspeaker is shown in Fig. 2.
The usual matching rule for triodes

TUBE TESTERS
OSCILLOSCOPES
CAPACITY DECADES
RESISTANCE DECADES
WHEATSTONE BRIDGES
RESISTANCE LIMIT BRIDGES
WEIN CAPACITY BRIDGES

SIGNAL GENERATORS

EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS AND RADIO

PANEL METERS

Its faster, simpler to get all your electronic and radio

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETERS

VOLT011M- MILLIAMMETERS

[Continued on rage 9]
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BUYING
GUIDE

supplies from this one central source. We carry the largest
and most complete stocks of parts and equipment under
one roof ... ready for immediate shipment. Besides, our
procurement experts are in constant contact with all leading manufacturers to speed supplies.
Save time and work ... Call Allied First!
Write, Wire or Phone Haymarket 6800

Available
on Request

Write for if!

ALLIED RADIO
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Chicago 7, Illinois

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC PARTS AND EQUIPMENT TO INDUSTRIAL AMERICA
ú

ó

ú

INDUCTIVE

Electronic Tubes, Rectifiers, Power Supplies, Intercommunicating Systems. Sound Systems, Photo -Cell Equipment, Batteries, Chargers, Converters. Generators, Supplies for Resistance Welders, Fuses, Test Instruments,
Meters. Broadcast Station Equipment, Relays, Condensers. Capacitors, Resistors. Rheostats. Transformers,
Switches, Coaxial Cable, Wire. Soldering Irons, Microphones. Speakers, Technical Books, etc.
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Bring Your

Electronic
Projects to
NATIONAL
UNION

LET'S GET YOUR POST -WAR
PRODUCT READY NOW

FLFCTRON CONTROL

Now you don't have to postpone that important electronic
research job your company may have shelved for lack of
engineering manpower or equipment. National Union
Laboratories offer you something you couldn't buy for
"love nor money" these days
completely equipped
modern electronic research laboratories, staffed by an
outstanding group of experienced engineers.
You can strengthen your whole development program
by making use of National Union facilities. You'll find
National Union engineers trained in every science allied
with electronics: physics, chemistry, metallurgy, mechanical and electrical engineering, glass technology. That's
why National Union can provide you with a complete
electronic service ... from laboratory to final production
... your own Electronic Research Department
Let us start working with you now, whether on a single
project or your entire research program. Arranging a
consultation with National Union involves no obligation, whatever. Just
write to Department I -today!

...

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

!

CIRCUIT DESIGN

GLASS TECHNIQUES

NATIONAL UNION
RESEARCH LABORATORIES
NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION
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J. F. MAC

E

N U LT Y, President

Pressed Steel Car Company, Inc.

"As manufacturers of transportation equipment we are constantly alert for the new developments
that mean advancement and progress. We look for factors of efficiency, safety and comfort, and
any development that provides these factors is a definite step forward. It would seem that..."

"VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES MAKE A VITAL
CONTRIBUTION TO PROGRESS"
Mr. MacEnulty, Vibrator Power Supplies are truly contributing not
only to the transportation industry but to many other industries as
well. Wherever direct current must be changed in voltage, or to
alternating current, for fluorescent lighting or other applications they
have proved their advantages. They offer efficiency, versatility and
economy in current conversion; and as they are now serving the armed
forces with dependability, so in the electronic and electrical era of
tomorrow, they will benefit many fields: Transit, railroad, aviation,
marine, radio, electronic and electrical, and will have many individual
applications within those fields for power outputs of up to i000 watts.
Electronic Laboratories are pioneers in the field of vibrator conversion of current, and have developed many exclusive advantages in the
heavy and light -duty power supply field. For radio telephone, aircraft
radio, fluorescent lighting and electrical appliance operation and other
specialized applications, Vibrator Power Supplies are the superior type
of current conversion unit.... Consult with E -L engineers concerning
your power supply problem.

E

-L STANDARD POWER SUPPLY
MODEL S -1050

Model S -1050 is a typical noir
del Vibrator
Power Supply which may easily be adapted for
peacetime mobile radio transmitters. Input voltaxe: 12 or 24 volts DC. Output voltage: 475
volts DC at 200 MA. 8 volts DC at 4.5 MA.
Dimensions: 91/2x 8'. a 13 13'16 inches. Weight:
52 pounds.
:

IVrite for further information o /this ardother

LAB O RAT RIES
VIBRATOR

POWER

SUPPLIES

FOR

LIGHTING,

COMMUNICATIONS, AND

ELECTRIC

MOTOR

OPERAT'ON
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from this point on, it's craftsmanship!
In one important respect there is a
striking similarity between the millions of Bliley crystals which we now
produce and the mere handful of
custom made units that constituted
our annual production when radio
was still young.

In those early days of radio, when
each quartz crystal was painstakingly cut and ground by hand, a
tradition was born. It was a tradition of craftsmanship that has grown
with the years -a tradition that
Bliley engineers have successfully
translated into the more intricate
techniques of volume production.

Do more than

buy

Etched crystals are an outstanding
discovery and development of Bliley
research engineers. This technique, by
means of which crystals are finished
to frequency by acid action rather than
abrasive action, was an established
part of Bliley production long before
Pearl Harbor. It has since proven to
be an essential element in the manufacture of crystals that have the dependable characteristics necessary for military communication in global warfare.
We have been called upon to solve

some knotty problems. But that is
nothing new at Bliley. It has been our
habit to parallel new developments
in radio with the right crystal for

each application.

Things will be different soon. Peacetime projects will again come first.
But our engineers and craftsmen will
be ready, as always, with the right
answer to your requirements. Don't
fail to include Bliley crystals in the
component specifications for your
peacetime equipment.

A new star has been added

before...

extra

War Bonds

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY

UNION STATION BUILDING

ERIE, PENN.

TECHNICANA

a,S

that the load should be twice the tube
plate impedance at 400 cycles. For
pentodes the plate resistance, at the
transformer secondary, will be approximately five times the loudspeaker impedance.
The output circuit will he similar to
Fig. 3.
is

o00N'o
XRP
.
:(
CZ

I

-

You'll find that X -RAY ORIENTATION predetermination
of the crystallographic axes of the Crystals to permit accurate cutting- insures constant frequency over a wide temperature range in every C.T.C. Crystal.
Multiple mechanical lapping operations; dimensioning by
edge lapping; finishing to final frequency by etching, are
among the other important operations that guarantee high
activity and constant frequency throughout the long life
Figure

of C.T.C. Crystals.

3

For prices, delivery dates etc., get in touch with

The author calculates circuit conditions for different frequencies as in
Table I, in which V is the voltage
across the voice coil which is the measure of loudspeaker output, I is the
current through the voice coil, and 1V
is the radiated power.
TABLE

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION
CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS

4,54 CONCORD AVENUE

i

TRIODES
400
10,000

cycles

cycles

70

cycles
12E/13

V
I
Z

2E/3
E/3

E
E/12

2

12

12

W

2E2/9

E2/12

E2/13

E/13

PENTODES

E/6

E/12

3E/4
E/16

E/2

I

Z

2

12

12

W

E2/72

3E2/64

E2/44

V

f

E/22

Table I shows that at 10,000 cycles
the coil voltage is 3/2 times that at 400
cycles, for a triode, but 41/2 times the
400-cycle value for a pentode. The increase at bass resonant frequency is
similarly greater for a pentode than for
a triode.
The output at the high frequencies
is accentuated by the fact that L. tends
to decrease, since only the center part
of the diaphragm remains an effective
radiator, and the sound is concentrated
along the axis of the speaker.
In the case of pentodes at high frequencies, L. is too small compared
with the tube resistance to reduce the
current to the right proportion.
With negative feedback there is an
optimum value, placed by the author
[Continued on page 12]
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THE ACME ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.

CUBA, N. Y.
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400,lmc.ric
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* Engineers at Hallicrafters are continually striving for new heights of perfection in high frequer.ry
development work. The Model S -37 is one examFle
of the progress they have made. This is the fi rst
and only set of its kind covering both AM aid
FM and operating in the range of 130 to 210 Mc.
Two r.f. stages are used and in conjunction with :n
intermediate frequency of 18 Mc., assure an ami_zingly high ratio of image rejection. It is becoming
a valuable instrument in the hands of all exploring the upper reaches of the high frequency ranges.
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= 50,000 ohms, and the desired
value with feedback is 2,000 ohms,
typical plate resistance of a triode.
For the circuit of Fig. 4, used by the
author, M = 4,000 and P, calculated
from above formula = .006. This
permits the calculation of feedback
resistor value for Ri and R2.
Voltage feedback can be accomplished from the secondary of the output transformer. In this case the
optimum feedback ratio is 1/5, for
above values, and a calculated gain of
R,

[Continued from page 9]

at that value which reduces the plate
resistance of the pentode to that of a
typical triode. If the feedback exceeds
this value "top cut" will occur. There
is no limit on the feedback so far as
the bass response is concerned, since
the bass response is very large for
pentodes.
The plate resistance of a tube is
reduced by feedback so that Ra/Rai =
1
+ µß where R, is the plate resistance
without feedback and the Ral the plate
resistance with feedback, M is the
amplification without feedback, and ß is
the feedback fraction. For a pentode

.-

113.

Excessive feedback can also be controlled by the application of top boost
by tone control, or by the introduction
of frequency discrimination in the feedback circuit. The author illustrates with
sample circuits.
[Continued on page 14]
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THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE !

Back in 1938, Hytron began designing
new dies and converting production machinery for the first BANTAM GT tubes.
The industry said in effect: "You're crazy;
it won't work. You can't telescope standard
glass tubes to BANTAM size and get the
same results." Beam tetrodes, such as the
50L6GT, particularly were considered impossibilities. The intense heat developed
during normal operation would warp the
elements and crack the small glass bulb.
But Bruce A. Coffin, originator of the
BANTAM GT, stuck to his guns. In a few
short years, Hytron developed over fifty
GT types. The GT became the most popular
receiving tube.* Short leads, low capaci-

tances, advantages of shorter bombardment at lower temperatures, ruggedness of
compact construction plus both top and
bottom mica supports, smaller size, standardized envelopes and bases all contributed to that popularity.
The BANTAM GT permitted new space
economies in pre -war receivers. Only its
universal acceptance as standard by all
manufacturers makes possible fulfillment
of the Services' demands for receiving
tubes. In increasing numbers, as this war
draws to its ultimate conclusion, Hytron
will continue to supply you with the popular BANTAM GT tubes which everyone
said just couldn't be made.

-

GT-

*1941 industry production figures:
52.0(X).000:
standard glass, G, and !octal -56,1x10, 000.
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A wide band beat frequency oscillator employing electron coupling and
making use of a suitable capacity network to cover the entire range from
0 to 15,000 cycles is described in the
November 1944 issue of Electronic
Engineering by C. E. Cooper.
The author points out that there are
several considerations in the design of
a good beat frequency oscillator:
1. Good output waveform is desired.
This means that one of the beating
oscillators must be harmonic -free.
2. Frequency drift due to temperature variations must be avoided. If the
two oscillators are identical in design,
including physical construction, drift
can be minimized.
must be
distortion
3. Detector
avoided. When the signal amplitudes are

...

.

pickup or dísrcacttPg

AUDIO FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR

backgfound.`

.)

gieypjCL

DIFFERENTIAL MICROPHONES

Electro -Voice engineers have years of experience in the elimination of ambient noise. We

designed and developed the now -famous
"Lip- Mike," the first successful Differential
microphone. Our new Model 205 -S for aircraft,

railroad, industrial and police applications is
another Differential achievement. Soon there
will be Electra-Voice Differential microphones
for all communication services. Watch for them.

Figure

your limited quantity needs can be
met by standard model Electro -Voice microphones, with or without minor modifications,
contact your local radio parts distributor.
If
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in the ratio of approximately 10 -to-1
distortion is less likely.
4. Oscillator frequencies must be
C R O S S

MICROPHONES

ELECTRO -VOICE CORPORATION
1239 SOUTH BEND AVENUE
Ep,. rr Dv.\lon.
Raff 0111
N.
Ye,. 16 N Y

SOUTH BEND 24, INDIANA
U
S
A. Ca61s- Artest.

Of DEPENDABLE

TRANSFORMER
SERWCE!

t
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.

]

4

6

of
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ORIGINATORS

s
OF

ANC,

RNER DIVISION

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
530 WEST HURON STREET

CHICAGO. III.

SI:see &WS
TRU- FIDELITf

AMPLIFIERS

properly selected. The author recommends a fixed oscillator frequency of 10
times the highest audio frequency desired as the best compromise. With
higher frequencies filtering from the
audio beat frequency will be simplified,
but temperature drift will be greater.
It is also recommended that the variable
oscillator operate above the fixed oscillator in frequency.
5. The audio frequency output from
the detector should be held constant, by
operating at constant variable frequency oscillator output amplitude.
In the circuit shown in Fig. 5 tube
Vi is the fixed frequency oscillator and
V2 the variable frequency oscillator.
Oscillations in each are generated by
the cathode, grid, and screen electrodes,
and electron coupled by their respective
plates to the detector mixer, Vs, which
is a triode -hexode, the triode section
not being used.
[Continued on page 68]
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Amphenol offers highly developed ability to
design and produce electrical components of
the most critically engineered type. This skill is
based on many years of experience in radio since
its pioneering stages -now deepened and strengthened by the extreme demands of war production.
Fortunately Amphenol's great capacity is
available at a time when the whole science of
Electronics is coming into its own. Amphenol is
ready to play as big a part in its own phase of the
Electronic Industry, as Electronics will play in
the post -war wcrld.

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
Chicago 50, Illinois
In Canada
AMPHENOL LIMITED
Toronto

a

ofÁBritish, es
Radio Parts

H U. H.

'CrdutCabe

Plastics for Industry

An Important Statement
BY MYCALEX CORPORATION OF AIVIERICA
Issued in an Effort to Clear up and to
Avoid Continued Confusion in the Trade
T has come to our attention that in some quarters electronic engineers and purchasing executives are under the erroneous impression that the MYCALEX
CORPORATION OF AMERICA is connected or affiliated with others manufacturing glass- bonded mica insulation, and that genuine "MYCALEX" and products
bearing similar names are all "the same thing" . .. are "put out by the same people"
. . . and "come from the same plant."

THESE ARE T 11 E FACTS:
The MYCALEX CORPORATION OF
is not connected or affiliated
with any other firm or corporation manufacturing glass -bonded mica insulating
materials. It is 100% American in ownership and operation.

kan patents. MYCALEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA owns U. S. patents

1 AMERICA

2

3

4

The word "MYCALEX" is a registered
trade -mark owned by MYCALEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA, and identifies glass -bonded mica insulating materials manufactured by MYCALEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA.

The General Electric Company, by virtue of a non -exclusive license it had
under a MYCALEX patent through the
MYCALEX (PARENT) COMPANY
LTD., has been permitted use of the trademark "MYCALEX" on its glass- bonded
mica insulating materials.
The MYCALEX CORPORATION OF
AMERICA has behind it over 20 years
of research leadership, dating back to
work done by the original MYCALEX
(PARENT) COMPANY, LTD. of Great
Britain, from which it obtained its Amer-

and patent

applications on improved

glass- bonded mica insulation marketed
under the trade -mark "MYCALEX."

5

The products of MYCALEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA are: (a) "MYCALEX 400" -the most highly per-

fected form of MYCALEX insulation,
approved by the Army and Navy as
Grade L -4 insulation. MYCALEX 400
is sold in sheets, rods and fabricated
form. (b) "MYCALEX K "-an ad-

vanced capacitor dielectric with a
dielectric constant of 10 to 15, which
can be fabricated to specifications.
(c) MOLDED MYCALEX available to

6

specifications in irregular shapes and
into which metal inserts may be incorporated.
"MYCALEX" in the forms described
above is made by exclusive formulae and
exclusive patented processes. It is utterly
impossible for any one other than the

MYCALEX CORPORATION OF
AMERICA to offer any product, similar in appearance, as "the very same
thing."

MYCALEX CORPORATION of AIVIERICA
"Owners of 'MYCALEX' Patents"

Executive Offices: 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20, N. Y.
Plant and General Offices: Clifton, N. J.
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Problems in LocatIng

BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS
HAROLD E. ENNES
Jtut,orl Wif«
A discussion of the factors involved in choosing the proper location

for

selection of a proper site for
radio broadcast transmitting plants
is one of the most important engineering problems of the radio field. It
is far from being an exact science, and
can only be carried out properly by
experienced radio engineers. A discussion, however, of the problems
involved in the choice of a new transmitter location proves to he of considerable interest, and will be presented
briefly in this paper with an analysis of
the more fundamental points involved.
THE

Basic Considerations
In . contrast to the requirements of
the general field of communications, it
is the primary objective of a broadcast
station to deliver not just an "understandable" signal, but an interference free and distortionless signal to the
receiver. This kind of service is rendered by a station in what is defined as
the primary coverage area of the transmitter. Primary service is the result
of the ground wave at the surface of
the earth, which must have a carrier to- noise ratio of at least 18 db. and a
field strength of at least several times
the strength of the sky wave.
The so-called "secondary coverage'.
area of the transmitter is that area outside the primary service area supplied
through the medium of the sky wave,
and therefore subject to selective fading
and resultant distortion. Since the sky
wave (at broadcast frequencies) is
almost entirely absorbed during the
daytime, the secondary service area of
any appreciable importance appear.

DI
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a

broadcast station

only at night.

Fig. 1 illustrates the
attenuation curve of the sky -wave
through the sunset period.
The field strength required for satisfactory coverage depends on the interference level which, of course, is
dependent upon the orientation and
conditions at the receiving point. In
general, the interference level is greatest in the business section of large
cities, less in the residential areas, still

Table 1 shows the approximate field
strengths necessary for adequate coverIn
age under various conditions.
locations where conditions are more
favorable than average, primary coverage will be obtained with weaker field
strengths than those indicated in the
table, and of course coverage of an
intermittent nature prevails at times in
localities which experience an hour-tohour variation of interference intensity.

less in small towns and least of all in

When it is contemplated to build or
move a broadcast station to a new location, an application for approval of
the transmitter site must be submitted
to the Federal Communications Commission. Included with this report is
a map having a scale of not less than
one inch to the mile, showing the 250,
25 and 5 my /m contours and the population residing within the 250 my/m
contour (blanket area). This map
must also show by various symbols the
proposed location, character of each

rural areas.

1.0

0.5
0.3
0.2
0.1

.05

Ñ

.03
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.0ì
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.002
.0014

3
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2

1

0
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1

2

4
3
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HOURS FROM SUNSET

Fig.

1945

1

Attenuation curve of sky wave
through the sunset period

area (business, manufacturing, residential, etc.), heights of tall buildings
or other obstructions, density and distribution of population and location of
airports and airways. The desirability
of any particular site may be judged
primarily by field strength contours
which would be produced by a transmitter at that location, considering the
population within each contour, and
the areas where the signal might be
subject to nighttime fading and interference. It is obvious, then, that propagation data that will permit prediction of signal attenuation in all directions from a proposed site is a primary

17

requisite for
lorntinn.

choosing

a

TABLE

transmitter

APPROXIMATE

Ground -Wave Propagation Data

Area

The primary

service -area resulting
from a transmitter of a given power
depends upon earth conductivity, frequency of Operation and directivity of
the antenna system. 'The distance at
which the ground wave can provide
this primary coverage will be affected
greatly by the frequency as illustrated
in Fig. 2.
The effect of the soil conductivity on
the signal attenuation is shown in the
graph of Fig. 3. This type of graph,
giving the ground -wave field intensity
curve plotted against distance for
various conductivity values, is published by the FCC. It is plotted for a
block of frequencies as shown, and some
20 graphs are necessary to cover the
standard broadcast band.
The approximate and average soil
conductivity values in the United States
are shown on the map of Fig. 4, also
published by the FCC. The protected
service contours and, permissible interference signals on the sanie channel for
various classes of broadcast stations are
shown in Table 2. Table 3 shows the
permissible interference signals for
adjacent channels.
These various curves and tables form
the nucleus for coordinating necessary
information in selecting the location of
a broadcast transmitter.

1

FIELD STRENGTH

REQUIREMENTS

Field Intensity Ground Wave

City business or factory areas
City residential areas
Rural -all areas during winter or
northern areas during summer
Rural- southern areas during

IO

to 50 mv/m

2

to 10 mv/m

to0.5mv/m

0.1

summer

0.25 to 1.0

-From

mv/m

Standards of Good Engineering Practice: F(

TABLE 2
Protected Service Contours and Permissible Interference Signals for Broadcast Stations

'lass of

itation

Class of
channel

Perm

iviblc

Day
la

Clear

50 kw

Ib

Clear

10

I

Clear

I

III -A
III -B

Regional

IV

Local+

SC

AC

Regional

-

i

,

AC 500 uv /m

kw to 50 kw

SC 100

kw to

5

kw

0.5 to t kw night
and 5 kw day.
0.1 kw to 0.23 kw

Night

i

SC 100 uv /m

ucrm

AC 300 uvrm
0.25 kw to 50 kw. 500 tic/in
1

Permissible interfering six nal on same channel

Stgnal intensity contour of area, protected from objectionable interference,

power

used

I

Day

Night

,

+

Not duplicated

5

uv /m

Not duplicated

500 uv ,m

3

(50" sky wave)
uvi m (ground

2i500

+

uv /m

23 uv /m

25 uv /m

125 uv/n:

300 uvem

wave I.
250 uv /m (ground

23 us /m

125

.500 ow, ni

4000 uv /tn (ground

25 uv /m

200 us /n:

500 uy; m

4000 uvm/rn (ground
wave .

25 uvem

200 uv /n.

nave).

wave).

;

uv/n.

Same channel.

- Adjacent channel.

When it is shown that primary service is rendered by any of theabo a classes of stations. beyond the
normally protected contour. and when primary service to approximately 90r¡ of the population (population served with adequate signal) of the area between the normally protected contour and the contour to
which such station actually serves. is not supplied by any other station or stations. the contour to which,
protection may be afforded insuch cases will he determined front the individual merits of the case under
consideration. when a station is already limited by interference from other stations to a contour of
higher value than that normally protected for, its class, this contour shall be the established standard for
such station with respect to interference from all other stations.
Por adjacent channels. see Table V.
r Sky wave field intensity for 10", or more of the time.
Ground wave.
These values are with respect to interference from all stations except Class Ib. which stations may cause
interference to a field intensity contour of higher value. lion-ever, it is recommended that Class l I stations
he an located that the interference received from Class lb stations will not exceed these values. if the Class
I I stations are limited by Class ib stations to higher values, then such values shall be the estahlo -ed
standard with respect to protection from all other stations.
Class IV stations may also be assigned to regional channels according to Section 3.20.

50C-

600

-From Standards

700

of Good Engineering Practice: FC('.

800

TABLE 3

900

ALLOWABLE

1000

ADJACENT

CHANNEL

INTERFERENCE

Maximum Ground Wave Field
1200

1500
.01

.02

.05

0.1

0.2

0.5

1

10

0

MILLIVOLTS PER METER

Fig.

Use

2

of Propagation Data

kc

20 kc

From Fig. 4 it is determined
that the terrain around each station
falls within an estimated conductivity
of 6 X 10.14 e.m.u. From Table 2 it
is seen that the protection to class 2
during daytime is to the 500 Avant
contour. Since the curves as shown
in Fig. 3 are plotted for 100 mv/m at
a mile, to find the distance to the 500
µv /ns contour of the 1 kw station we
determine the distance on the appropriate curve to the
u1v /nl.

(1.25

Illy /111

5.0

mv/m

25 my /n1

30 kc

Ground wave primary coverage

As an example of the use of the
itbove propagation data. assume that it
is desired to find the approximate
interference that a 5 kw class 2 station
on 980 kc may cause to a 1 kw class 2
station on 990 kc. Also assume that
the stations are separated by a distance
of 175 miles, and use non -directional
antennas of such height as to produce
an effective field (for 1kw) of 175

18

intensity of Undesired
Station

Channel Separation Between
Desired and Undesired Station

100 X 500

285
175

285 tsv /nl contour. Thus we may observe from the graph of Fig. 3 and the
curve marked 6 (for 6 X 10-14 e.m.u.).,

that the estimated radius of the service
area of the 1 kw station is about 40
40 = 135, we
miles.
Since 175
have 135 miles for the interfering signal
to travel. Again from the appropriate

-
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curve of Fig. 3 we find that the signal
from the 5 kw station at 135 miles
would be 62.5 µv /m. The stations are
separated by 10 kc and from Table 3
it is observed that the undesired signal
may have a value up to 250 µv /m without a declaration of interference by the
FCC.
The above principles do not apply
when a sky -wave signal for the undesired station is in excess of 5 times
the desired signal for 10% or more of
the time when the frequency separation
is 10 kc.
If this condition prevails,
then the interference must be estimated
on the basis of the sky wave also, and
the propagation curve of Fig. 5 roust
be used rather than the ground -wave
curves of Fig. 3.

-

0.2
o.+

W

transmitter.
Although it is well known that high
antenna efficiency and low signal attenuation result from a site where high
ground conductivity prevails, other factors may determine that a less desirable
site from the standpoint of ground
conductivity might actually be far more
desirable to achieve good coverage in
certain localities. If, for example, a
directional antenna system must be
used to cut down on the signal west of
the city to be served, then the trans mitter should obviously not be located
east of the city regardless of a much
higher ground conductivity that might
prevail there. It is also inadvisable to
locate the transmitter in old sections
where a great amount of overhead
power and telephone lines exist and
where house wiring and plumbing i.
apt to be old and outmoded. This is so
because high signal intensities in these
localities cause cross modulation in the
receiver due to the non- linear conductivity between contacts of wiring and
other conductors such as plumbing
systems. The FCC will not allow
installation of a transmitter in this type
of locality unless the station assumes
full responsibility of adjusting all complaints. Since this type of interference
is independent of receiver selectivity,
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Other Considerations
In actual practice, in cities and populated areas, the effective conductivity
that must be used in determining
ground -wave propagation is less than
the actual conductivity of the earth due
to energy losses in buildings framework
such as exist in business, industrial and
apartment -house districts. The setting
up of a test transmitter and plotting the
contours of the resultant field strengths
is the most reliable means of determining the effective conductivity, although
in most instances today this may be
computed effectively by means of
broadcast stations already existing in
the area and converting the results to
the frequency of the proposed new
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Propagation curves of sky wave

it can usually be eliminated only by
correction of the poor conditions causing the trouble. Consequently, it is
apparent that an expense of several
thousand dollars might be incurred by
a licensee locating a transmitter in this
type of locality. Other considerations
in the choice of a site are:
1. Location of airports and airways.

Availability of power sources.
Availability of telephone and program circuits.
4. Flood levels.
5. Accessibility of building.
6. Acreage of land available and cost of
2.
3.

Table 4 has been offered by the FCC
as a general guide to be used in determining the approximate site of a broadcast transmitter. It is seen that at low
powers in larger cities it is advisable
to locate the transmitter as near the
center of the area to be served as possible.
When this is necessary, the
building selected should be large
enough to accommodate an adequate
ground or counterpoise system. It is
also well to keel) in mind that the
height of the building should not be
near a quarter- wavelength of the op[Continued on page 70]

sanie.

TABLE 4
BROADCAST

TRANSMITTER

DATA
Site -

Power

of

Station

watts
watts
250 -500 watts
250 -500 watts
1 kilowatt
1 kilowatt
5 -10 kilowatts
25 -50 kilowatts
100

100

Population of City or
Metropolitan Area
5,000 - 50,000
50,000 or more
5,000 - 150,000
150,000 or more
5,000 - 200,000
200,000 or more

All
All

In these instances it is usually necessary
to locate the station within the city in
order to render satisfactory service.
* *These
radii are only approximate

JANUARY, 1945

Approximate
Radius of
Blanket
Area
250
my /m
(Miles)

Distance
From
Center of
City.
(Business

of

l
s

.15
.5
.5

1-3

.6 - .9
.6 - .9
1.5 - 2.5
3.0 - 4.5

2-5
*

.3 -

age

Total
Population
or
Geograph in Blanket
ical)
Area
(Miles)
(Percent)

0.15
0.3 -

Maximum
Percent-

)

5-10
10-15

and the actual blanket area (area within
the 250 my /m contour) may be materially
different.
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Factors Involved in Choosing
P.

H. ALBERT

An analysis of the properties of dielectric materials, how their characteristics
are affected by various operating conditions, and suggestions regarding their
selection to meet specific requirements

of an insulating material is not determined by any one
isolated factor, but by a series of
factors intimately related.
Since it is impossible to select an
insulation correct for any possible set
of conditions, certain guideposts must
be established to aid the radio designer
in the proper selection of material.
Among the qualities which can determine a material's usefulness are three
broad qualities : dielectric, physical, and
mechanical. Each of these headings is
exceptionally and purposely broad,
that further elaboration is necessary.
UITABILITY

S

facturing operations.
Basically, the mechanical and physical properties of a material would appear to be sidelights on the more important properties of the material's dielectric behavior, since it is ultimately
intended as a dielectric. However,
other limitations of the material in
terms of the mechanical and physical
shortcomings often limit its final utility.
The multiplicity of electrical condi-

tions which an insulating material can
be expected to meet causes an almost
immediate grouping of such materials
into low-loss materials and medium loss materials. Further considerations
can compel a distinction between a
solid, gas, or liquid dielectric.
The important dielectric properties
are the following:
Dielectric Strength
Insulation Resistance

Properties
The dielectric properties of a matt
rial are those responses to an electrical
stimulus of either alternating or direct
current. They include, among others,
the dielectric strength, the insulation
resistance, the dielectric constant, the
dissipation or power factor, and 01,
arc resistance.
The physical properties are defined
in terms of the mechanical stresses th,
material will accept, the mechanical or
structural response to certain ambient
conditions, and its reaction to heat and
burning. The mechanical properties
are limited to the ability to be formed
by molding, machining, or other mann
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Breakdown potential is a function

of

thickness
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INSULATING MATERIALS

Dielectric Constant
Dissipation or Power Factor
Arc Resistance

Dielectric Strength
The dielectric strength is defined as
the maximum permissible voltage gradient without the electrical failure of
the material. From a testing source,
arbitrary data is developed which represents the average of a number of
puncture tests, with the results expressed in volts per mil. Such data is
arbitrary in the sense that it is a laboratory approach to actual operating
conditions.
Several factors influence the dielectric strength as a mathematical and
real quality size and shape of electrode, thickness of material, frequency
applied, method of application (short
vs. step -by- step), relative ambient con:

ditions of humidity, temperature, and
pressure, and the time of application,
among others.
Fig. 2.

The size of the electrode is a factor
for several reasons. As the size becomes smaller. i.e., pin point in nature,
the voltage stress becomes focused on
a smaller area, causing in many cases
a more rapid deterioration of the dielectric medium. The second factor is
the inclusion of conducting particles in
most dielectric media. As the space
occupied by the electrodes increases,
there is more possibility that a conducting particle will appear in the
voltage path. If such particles recur
infrequently and can be eliminated in
quality control testing, the test cannot
he considered indicative of the mate-

rial's behavior under true operating
conditions.
The shape of the electrode imposes
other restrictions on the usefulness of
such data obtained. It has already been
pointed out that the shape will tend
to focus the voltage stress if the electrode is pin -pointed. At the same time,
a rectangular electrode will present

Breakdown as a function

of time

certain edge effect problems. This
problem can be defined in terms of the
necessity for maintaining a uniform
field during the stress testing.
Two equally different influences obtain in the response of a material of
different thicknesses to dielectric stress.
When a material becomes increasingly
thin, the conducting particles discussed
previously have more effect than in a
thicker section. After the thickness of
the material is sufficiently greater than
the thickness of any combination of
conducting particles, the separate condition obtains that the dielectric
strength (expressed in volts per mil)
decreases with thickness.
Fig. 1 shows an idealized approach
to the problem of predicting dielectric
strength as a function of thickness.
Certain formulae have been developed
in the literature to explain mathematically this variation, but no formula has
been found to be applicable to any
given number of materials, even assuming certain arbitrary constants.
The state of the art of dielectrics is
perhaps the clue to the inability to put
into mathematical expression dielectric
strength as a function of thickness.
The additional unknowns which enter
into such measurements also prohibit
such an idealized formula.
As a whole, the electrical industry
has learned to analyze the insulation
problem with clarity. The capacitor
and transformer industry, as a whole,
discard one insulation thickness in considering the proper dielectric stress
which can be safely applied to an insulation. At first glance this appears
to be a safety factor added because of
the instability of certain insulations ;
actually, it is part of the awareness of
foreign materials in even the best dielectrics.
Test Factors
Important also are the method and
time of testing. These are important

IIRADIOJ
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strength of a material ambient conditions of temperature, humidity, and
pressure. Curves illustrating the effect
of temperature and humidity are presented in Figs 3 and 4, respectively. No
data is presented on the effect of altitude, since the data in connection with
typical insulating materials is limited.
Temperature, as an influence in dielectric behavior, is perhaps the most
serious single deteriorating effect.
Whatever the source of the temperature increase, be it internal or external,
the end results are the weakening of
the material's chemical structure to
some degree, carbonization or complete
deterioration if the temperature rise is
:

Fig.

3

Breakdown as a function of temperature. (Organic -base material)

because they are analogous to mechanical tests such as when shear testing is
compared to loaded shear testing or to
some other material properties. It has
been found electrically, as well as mechanically, that a continuously loaded
specimen will fail at a much sooner
point than a specimen placed under
shock conditions. Table One shows
the step-by -step (loaded ratings of
certain insulating materials compared
with the short time (shock) ratings of
the same materials.
Perhaps, it could be pointed out that
the loaded condition is more indicative
of the material's eventual behavior
than any shock condition of testing
although the latter is useful in predicting the material's behavior under dielectric surge stress conditions.
Any such curve as will show the
time -breakdown relationship of an insulation will tend to level off at the
steady state voltage stress. Such a
curve, as produced in Fig. 2, shows
that there is the expected exponential
relationship between time of application and voltage breakdown.
Several other influences should be
noted in analyzing the dielectric

-
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4

Breakdown as a function

of

humidity

sufficient.

Moisture as a damaging influence on
electrical insulation arises from two
sources : absorption and formation of
a water coating. Since the former is
part of the phenomena of dielectric
strength and acts as a series of conducting particles through the electrical
medium, it is the form of moisture
most important in this discussion.
That moisture and pressure decrease
the effective surface creepage conditions is another dielectric phenomena,
unrelated to dielectric strength, per se.
It is known that the failure of electrical insulation can manifest itself into
two ways : puncture or flashover. Decrease of the effective surface path will
result in the latter type of dielectric
failure.
Variation of the insulation resistance
under a number or ambient conditions
is also a governing influence on insulation. Insulation resistance, as the
term is commonly employed, consists
of the volume resistivity and the effective surface resistance. Since the two
are inseparably related, it is virtually
impossible to reduce the effect of the
other.
The conditions of temperature and
of humidtiy effect the true insulation
resistance of a material. It is understood that the voltage strength also has
an effect, but this quantity has not been
reported subjectively as yet. The temperature resistance characteristics of
typical polyvinyl chloride wire insulation and typical capacitor mineral oil
behavior are presented in Fig. 5; humidity effects on the insulation resistance of the former is presented in
Fig. 6.
Since these conditions exist, radio
design must include a "fudge factor"
for the worst possible set of conditions
of temperature, humidity, and pressure. To predict such a fudge factor
will involve a complete knowledge of
the circuit's application and of the material to be employed.
The former properties can be considered indicative of the insulating
properties of a material; the proper-

Fig.

Temperature insulation resistance
5
characteristics of polyvinyl chloride

ties to be discussed can be considered

indicative of the dielectric properties
of a material. These properties include the dielectric constant, the dissipation or power factor, and the dielectric loss factor.

Dielectric Constant
Dielectric constant is commonly defined as the quality which determines
the maximum change a dielectric will
accept per unit volume. This constant
is expressed as a'ratio using air's dielectric constant as 1. Completely related to the dielectric constant is the
dissipation or power factor. Fig. 7
shows the mathematical relationship of
these factors.
It is interesting to note that these
two factors, i.e., the dissipation factor
and the power factor differ less than
.0005 when the dissipation factor is
less than 0.1. This results mathematically from the fact that the cotangent
of the phase angle and the cosine of
the same angle are approximately the
same.

INSULATION RESISTANCE,
LOG MEGOHMS MICROFARADS

N

W

A

6
Insulation resistance- temperature
characteristics of mineral oil capacitors
from American War Standard C75.16)

Fig.
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The product of the dielectric constant and of the dissipation factor is
called the dielectric loss factor. It is
the direct measure of the watts loss in
a material, as related by the following
formula
:

P

=
=
G =
e =
t =
f =

where P

c

= cG2etf

E

xc

C

power loss in watts
constant of measurement
voltage gradient
dielectric constant
dissipation factor
frequency

It is generally and correctly assured
that heat is the end point of all insulation. The AIEE has set up certain
codes which define the ability of an insulation to withstand high temperatures. These high temperatures are
damaging whether the heat is internally produced or externally reproduced. Here the difference between
a low loss material and a high loss
material enters our considerations. For
low frequency, usage such as power
or audio frequencies, the electrical loss
factor, as expressed by the dielectric
loss factor, can he relatively high. For
high and ultra high frequencies, the
loss must be consistently low. Certain ceramic and plastic forms with
loss factors less than .016 measured at
megacycle have been deemed suitable.
.gain, certain ambient conditions
will affect the life of an insulation by
deleteriously affecting the dielectric
loss factor. Some of these conditions
include, as before, temperature, moisture content, frequency, and magnitude
of the applied voltage. Since it becomes impossible to reproduce curves
showing dielectric behavior tinder any
combination of conditions, Fig. 8 selects a typical liquid impregnant and
shows its dielectric behavior with temperature.
It should be noted that conventional
insulation materials have a wide variation in dielectric response. This accounts for restricted uses of many of
these materials.
1

-4111J

POWER FACTOR
DISSIPATION FACTOR
0 FACTOR

R%2
R Xc

e

ton

of

Xc/R
a capacitor and its impedance

relationships

gradient a material will accept. Several strengths are variously related,
but differ to the extent that each load
is differently applied.
Consider tensile, shear, compression,
and impact strength as qualities of a
typical material. These and such other
factors as hardness, resiliency, and
abrasion resistance are indicative of
a material's response to mechanical
loading. Not all materials, obviously,
can he expected to possess the ability
to respond exceptionally well in all
types of mechanical loading.
The tensile strength of a material
represents the "stretch" a material will
accept. The compression strength is
the converse. Rubber used for electrical wire insulation must be "stretchable," i.e., must have a high tensile
strength rubber used for standoff insulation, vibration insulation, or for
gasketing must be compressible.
Impact strength, as defined, represents the shock condition of a force
;

applied against a material. It differs
from shear strength in that it is not a
calibrated opposing force applied tangent but a force of a dropped body.
Other physical considerations include
the heat range of an individual material, the moisture absorption, and resistance to selected solvents. These
should be weighed in the selection of a
material, although no extended consideration is to be given to these properties in this article.
Finally, the mechanical properties of
forming must be considered: What
types of molds can be used? What
types of molding processes can be employed? Will the end product be machinable? Can the material be held to
close tolerances consistent with its size
and shape? What types of shapes can
be produced? These questions present
themselves every time a material must
be selected. Further consideration of
these problems in relation to individual
materials Nvill he given at a later date.

1
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Vector relationships of a parallel circuit

Fig. 7.

Arc Resistance
One remaining dielectric property remains arc resistance. This quality is
defined as the ability of a surface of
an insulating material to withstand
surges of high current density.
Several materials can be accepted as
having high arc resistance. Ceramics
and mclamines in general are quite
useful in these applications.
It has been suggested that certain
physical or mechanical properties of a
material can make the insulation unuseable, although it has desirable electrical properties.
Analogous to the dielectric strength
of a material are certain other physical
qualities which define the pressure
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Variation of dielectric constant (capacitance) and power factor at various temperatures. using a typical capacitor impregnant
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An Unbalanced Bridge

RC OSCILLATOR
E.

M. McCORMICK
t

Lauderdale Fla

A new type of resistance -capacity oscillator covering frequencies from 0.8 to 860.000 cycles

IF the output of a single stage amplifier
is shifted 180° and fed back to the
input, oscillations Nvill be maintained
provided the overall gain is greater
than one.

in an unbalanced bridge, as shown in

Fig. la. Et k the input voltage to the
network and is taken directly from the
plate of the tube. E. is the output
voltage which is fed to the grid of the
stage through the usual RC circuit. In
the case to be considered here. the con densers are all of the same value C,
two resistors have the same value C,

There are several types of selective
networks using condensers and resistors for obtaining this phase shift.
One of these has the elements arranged
.80
.10
.60

N

x
.30
.20

FM Ea
rm.......0

.10

.18
k

Fig. 1 In (a), typical fundamental circuit, and
(b) application to unbalanced bridge oscillator
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Fig. 2.

r

The value kl is plotted for different values of k
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while the third resistor Ri
variable element.

is

thy

7%

6%

Characteristics
An oscillator using such a network
to control its frequency is quite stable
and produces a good sine wave. The

5%

wIw 4X

attenuation is reasonable. When Ri
.05R the ratio of E. to Ei is 6.43'
This means that a gain of 15.6 is necessary to overcome this loss.
When the three condensers are all
the same size the value of X. for 180°
phase shift is independent of the value
of the condensers. Thus the best way
to control the frequency of oscillations
is to change C as with a three section
ganged condenser. The frequency will
he inversely proportional to capacitance. Thus frequency variations of 10
,

to 1 can be obtained. It will be noted
when using this method that one section of the condenser must have no
common connection with the others.
The size of Ri also controls the frequency, however, variations of about
2 to 1 can be obtained. Furthermore
the attenuation of the network varies
with R1 necessitating constant readjustment of the gain. R1 can be used
as a fine frequency control. As such it
could be used to set the minimum frequency of an oscillator to any specific

value within reason without impairing
the ratio of frequencies available. Ri
is usually a rheostat that is not altered
after the initial adjustments.
The following are defined for convenience in working with the network

_

/.

=

=

P

1f

-

:

R

(1)

R

X.

,

where

R

X..=

1

2-4C

E.

.. (2)

(3)

E,

(M+P)+N(N-}-Q) j(MQ-NP)

5%

Q.

2%

1%

o

.05

o

5

.10

.20

k

Fig.

ki* -

kl'

4
(1-k)ki2
-k
3

=

Plot of the ratio Zt /R for various values of k

4

1

-k(2k-}-1)

=0

(11)

3

-3 k(1-k) + =3
2

V3k+10k2-4k4 (12)

In Fig. 2, k, is plotted for different
values of k.
To facilitate the calculation of p. P is
\'.
and (Q
assumed to be
Therefore, the real part of 4) reduces to
N
2k -ki'
(13)
P

»M

».

minimized. The second reason is apparent from Fig. 4. In this figure the
ratio of Z1 to R is plotted as k2. Zt is
the impedance of the network as seen
by the plate of the stage. When k is
less than .05 the value of k2 falls off
rapidly. This means that the oscillator
would be loaded down reducing the
effective gain of the stage.

- _ 2k+1
Q

This equation lias been plotted in
Fig. 3. From that graph it is seen that
there is no feedback when k = .00 and
when k = .25 The maximum feedback
is obtained when k = .05. It is best to
operate with k between .05 and .25 for
two reasons. First, greater stability is
obtained when k is large. This can be
seen in Fig. 2. The slope of the curve
indicates the change in ki and subsequently in frequency for a given
change in k. This slope is reasonably
flat in the region mentioned. Thus
'drift due to temperature variations are

Nomograph
A nomograph, Fig. 5, is provided for
solving oscillator networks of this type.
Two examples will explain its use.
First, assume that it is desired to build
an oscillator to operate at 1000 cps
using .001 µfd condensers. With a
ruler connect the .01 µfd point on the
Capacity line with the 1000 cps point
on the Frequency line. The intersection of the ruler with the X. line determines the latter to be 157 K where K
is 1,000 ohms. From this point follow
left horizontally to the slanting lines
representing different values of k.
Choose some reasonable value of R that
will also necessitate the use of a larger
value of k as pointed out above. Tak-

[Continued on page 70]

(M+P)2+(N+Q)'
M

N
P
Q

= (2k21-1)k
= (2k- k21-)ki
= 3k21
= (2k+1)kn

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

For 180° phase shift two conditions
must be met. First, the real part of (4)
must be negative and, second, the
imaginary part must be zero. From
the first condition we find that M < 0
and N < 0. Therefore there can be no
180° phase shift unless the following
is true.
k

<

.25

1fQ -NP

IRADIO1

=
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Fig. 3.

Plot of the function

n

for

various values of

k
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Preparfng Component
A. C. MATTHEWS

design of electronic equipment
electrical and
mechanical
development
work.
After the first sample has been com
pleted electrically and mechanically it
is then necessary to write specification,
for the component parts.
It has been said, "If one unit can be
built, a million can be built ". This is
true provided the specifications of the
components making up the unit are so
well written that production parts will
all fit and work together as well or
nearly as well as the engineering sample. It is one thing to write rigid specifications without regard to cost. wherein every conceivable condition of operation is taken into account. and another
to write specifications where only the
necessary characteristics and tolerances
are specified. The latter requires considerable experience and a sound
knowledge of electrical and mechanical
engineering, as well as considerable
production experience. The importance
of this phase of engineering is not fully
realized by many engineers. Specifications that are too exacting, as mentioned previously, unnecessarily increase the cost of the product hut.
on the other hand, specifications which
are not sufficiently complete often result in inferior material being received.
Obviously. incorrect components can
cause considerable production difficulties
and result in high labor costs as well
as wasting materials.
TII

TABLE

E

1

is not confined to

In this article some general recommendations will be made for the specification of component parts and examples given of typical errors. After specifications have been completed and sample components are received for approval, it is usually the duty of the engineering department to inspect or
measure these samples to ascertain
whether they will fulfill the requirements for the job. It is extremely important that all of the information given
on the drawing or specification of the
sample component be carefully checked
before approval. Not only should the

30

SPECIFICATION CHECK LIST
INDUCTORS SPECIFY

TRANSFORMERS
SPEAKERS LOOP
ANTENNA

-

nductain e and Tolerance
Each winding and tap.
coupling Factor or Mutual Spacing between coils
Q or Figure of Merit (4)-KC.
Shielded, unshielded
Inductance with -ma d -c,
and volts a -c @- cycles
Distributed or Capacity
between windings
Wire Size and Insulation
Rated Volts & /or Current
Voltage Breakdown -Corona
Leakage Resistance -Humidity
Between windings or to case
R -F Two Frequency Spec.
Type Winding- Universal,
hank, layer, random
Powdered Iron Core Type
I

Laminated Iron -Type, Size
Core Loss & Excitation Current
Turns Radio
Temperature Rise
Mechanical Hum or Buzz
Electrostatic Shield
Resistance of Windings
Voice Coil Z and Phasing
Frequency Response
Flux in Gap & Magnet Size
Hermatic Seal or Impregnation
Mounting Type & Dimensions
Lugs, leads, studs, bolts
shield or Case Type-Material,
mounting and dimensions
Exterior Finish
Underwriters' Requirements
Identification Code

X

X

CHOKES
R -F AUDIO

X

X

X

X

X

R -F

TRANSFORMERS
I -F
A -I POWER

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

XX

XX
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

XX

XX

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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components be measured and inspected
in every detail, but they should actually
be substituted in a working model of
the product in which they will eventually become a part. Such a procedure
will often uncover some overlooked difficulty, and necessitate a revision in the
specifications which might otherwise be
overlooked had the component only
been checked against the drawing. A
few such cases will certainly impress
upon the engineer the importance of detailed specifications and fortunately the
trouble can usually be remedied in time
to prevent production difficulties.
The measurement and actual use of
the samples before approval is therefore nearly as important as the writing
of the original specifications.

SpecIfIcations
An analysis of methods of presenting design and test speci-

fications for radio components to be used

in

production.

Specifications

TABLE 2

CAPACITORS

SPECIFICATION CHECK LIST
Air

Capacity & Tolerance
O or Power Factor (Normal,
after humidity)
Drift Characteristic
(Temp, aging, retrace)
Leakage Resistance
(Normal, after humidity)
Reactance at
KC.
'temperature Range & Max.
Operating Temperature

-

-

Working, Surge or Breakdown
Voltage -Altitude, corona

FIXED

Paper Mica Ceramic

(Trimmers)

SPECIFY

-

VARIABLE
Mica Ceramic

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ELECTROLYTIC
Wet
Dry

\

X

X

\

X

X

X

\

\

X

X

X

\

X

\

dousing- (Metal, cardboard,
molded, ceramic, hermetic
seal)

Exterior Finish-Plating, wax,
paint, fungus resisting
Mounting & Dimensions-Lugs,
leads, bushings, clamps, bolts
Maximum Dimensions
Dielectric & Treatment
Rotation & Torque
Capacity Curve vs. % Rotation
Section Matching & Tolerance
Plate Type-Shaped, formed,
etched, plain
Microphonics
Life Test -Cycles rotation
Shaft, Bearings, Wipers
Maximum Current at -kc.
Ripple Current (Max.)
Leakage Current
Identification & 'or Color Co.lc

RADIO

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Confusing Specifications

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
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X

X
X

X
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'First. let us consider the drawings or
specifications: These are usually made
on tracing cloth or paper suitable for
reproduction. Several methods of reproduction are currently used and each
have their advantages and disadvantages which. however. will not he discussed at this time since we are primarily interested in the information
appearing on them.
Some drawings merely show one or
more views of the part with a specification consisting of a descriptive name
as
followed by the word "Type #
made by XVZ Manufacturing Co."
Such a specification leaves much to be
lesired. In the first place. the purchasing department is limited to one source
If supply. Furthermore there is little
control over the characteristics of the
part either electrically or mechanically,
and the supplier would be justified in
making small changes in an effort to
improve his product which might seriously affect its usefulness in a particular design. Being a standard part with
the supplier, undoubtedly the "improved
version" could be returned. but in the
meantime production would he seriously
affected and a loss of both time and
money would result.

X

X

In contrast to the over- simplified
specification we have the type that is
confusing due to its complexity. This
type gives information on all details
(which incidentally it should but in
being so meticulously complete the information is given more than once. For
instance, an i -f coil is specified as having a certain number of turns of a
specific size and type of wire. wound
commercial service. This along with
other factors such as ambient temperature, humidity, altitude, and in certain
cases Underwriters requirements must
all be reviewed : keeping in mind that
)
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on a specified form and mounted in a
particular type of shield can. The physical spacing between windings as well
as the mutual inductance, individual
coil Q, inductance, gain under typical

operating conditions, selectivity and
coupling factor are also given. This
type of drawing not only specifies all
of the materials to be used but specifies
the completed performance as well.
While on the surface such a drawing
may seem to be the last word in engineering perfection, it leaves much to
he desired from the part manufacturers'
standpoint. Very few manufacturers
have the same facilities for the fabrication of parts: one may have a particular
type of winding machine which will
handle an equivalent type of wire, but
is not adaptable to the exact size specified. The completed transformer, h(,\ \ever. can be made to perform in acc(,, ,1
ance with the electrical specifications
certain unnecessary parameters are
disregarded. In order to supply the
transformer according to the print it
is necessary that new equipment be
purchased which. unless the order i
quite large. will result in an increased
cost.
Such a situation could have been
prevented if the designer had only required that the overall performance and
the physical dimensions be within sped
fied limits. The information as to raw
materials could have been included for
reference purposes or they might have
been specified along with the note "or
equivalent ". It is definitely a waste of
time. for example. to specify the exact
number of turns of wire on a coil and
then give the required inductance. One
or the other should be sufficient. Likewise, spacing between coils should not
be given in inches if the mutual inducance between the same coils is specified.
In other words, give only pertinent information or data, together with all
allowable tolerances. If it is desired to
include extra information or data to
aid in the fabrication of the part, state
plainly that the information is for reference only or the values are "approximate". This is good engineering practice as its serves as a guide not only
to the part manufacturer but to other
engineers who might be considering the
use of the same component in another
design.

Tolerances
Another important item in preparing
specifications is the assignment of tolerances. These have a very definite
relation to the cost of the part and
should be specified with forethought.
The fact that a certain type of coil, for
example. has previously been used with
a tolerance of plus or minus one percent
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TABLE

RESISTORS

3

SPECIFICATION CHECK LIST
VARIABLE
Wire

SPECIFY

Comp.

Resistance and Tolerance
Resistance curve vs
Rotation
Power Dissipation (free air)
Max. operating volts across unit
Maximum Operating Temp.
Voltage Coefficient

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Metalized

FIXED
Comp.

Wire

POWER
TYPE

X

N

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

N

X

X

.X"

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Temperature Coefficient
Reactance at -ke.

\

.00

\

Life vs. Resistance (overload)
Life vs. Cycles Rotation

X

Noise

X

X

\'

X

X

Maximum Physical Dimensions
Shaft-length, diameter, type
'Paps and position

X

.X-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

N

X

X

X

X

X

Terminals- Leads -Lugs
(Ground- insulated)
Insulated Covering

Degrees Rotation (with or
without switch)
Salt -water Immersion
Leakage to Case -Humidity

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Torque- Operating
Mounting -(Self leads, ferrule.

rod, bushing, locating pins)
Exterior Finish -(Wax, cement,
vitreous, fungus resisting)
identification or color code

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

N

X

X

X

X

X

X

N

X

X

X

X

X

X

TABLE 4

SPECIFICATION CHECK LIST
MiSC. COMPONENTS

- -

chiefly insulating materials
INSULATED
SWITCHES
WIRE & TERMINAI SOCKETS
Push
Wave
CABLES
PANELS
Tube
Toggle
Button
Band

SPECIFY

Dielectric-Grade & Type
Impregnation -(Wax, fungus
resisting)
Capacity /Q Ratio at -ke.
Insulation Resistance
(Internal, surface -humidity)

N

Y

X

X

N

X

X

X

X

N

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

altitude, humidity)

X

X

X

X

X

N

Salt water Immersion

X

X

X

X

X

N

X

X

X

X

X

X

':

X

N

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

Voltage Breakdown -(Normal,

Maximum Mechanical
Dimensions
Mounting- Dimensions
(Angles, clip, bushing)
Degrees Rotation and /or Throw
(Snap, momentary, index)
Sections & Positions
Shaft- (Length, diam., thickness)
Wire Size-(Solid, stranded)

N
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of its inductance does not give the designer the liberty of using the same
value. Other factors such as -Q, operating frequency, circuit, etc. should be

TABLE 5

SPECIFICATION CHECK LIST

considered. Obviously the greater the
tolerance the lower the cost of manufacture, which in turn permits the selling price to be more competitive. Tolerance is certainly not confined to electrical specifications alone. Physical dimensions in fractions or decimals should
be carefully considered. Decimal tolerances are more often justified when
production of large quantities are involved, where die cost and original setup charges will be spread over a large
number of units. Another reason which
might make it profitable to specify a
dimension as a decimal quantity is
where the saving in labor due to "perfect" fit in an assembly operation would
he obtained. In general, labor costs
more than raw materials, particularly
when skilled or semi -skilled personnel
are required to perform the operation.
The intended service, that is, whether
intermittent or continuous, has a definite hearing on the writing of specifi-

METAL PARTS

SPECIFY

MATERIAL-Steel, brass, copper,

zinc, bronze, aluminum, alloys.
rod, tubing, strip,
special.
GRADE-Hard, soft, cold or hot rolled, annealed, permeability, special

TYPE- Sheet,

heat treated.
PROTECTIVE COATING -Platirg.
paint, chemical, fungus resisting.
PROCESS -Electroplate, dip, spray.
brush.

DIMENSIONS & TOLERANCESFractions, decimals, radii, degrees.
FABRICATION
Cast, machined
stamping, drawing, formed.
DETAILS -Punch formed, ext rni icci.
embossed, knurled, finish mark.-.

-

.

grain direction, etc.
TEST REQUIREMENTS
Undc,
writers, salt spray, strength, hard-

-

ness. etc.

Component Specifications

2

15

Spade

bolts
No.6 -32

Yellow - 4"
Green - 2"
Blue 2+/2

Skis and tin

al

Red

- 21/2"

2

be

rubber stomped here

SPECIFICATIONS

FRED.- 8.25 Mc. with good mechanical setting of padding condenser.

GREEN

TEST OSC.

Port number to

Aluminum
can
.020 "Th. ±.002"

47e

Av gm 7V7

LEADS- Rubber - covered No.22
copper. Lengths measured from
bottom of can and includes skin
Adjust ow
to give

tin.

and
.

+vat R.M.S.
at V.T.VM.

-

DIMENSIONS
Maximum outside.
Tolerance, Fractions *%6q, Decimals
±.005 unless otherwise specified.

YELLOW

27<-,

47,1

GAIN

-

52 ±10 with test circuit

shown.

+250V.

SELECTIVITY

.01

TEST CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC

-

See curve below.

HUMIDITY- Completed transformer
must withstand 48 hours 95° F.,
98 R.H. with not more than ±10 %

E t60

Kc.
t 10 Kc.

change in electrical specifications.

APPROVAL- Three samples must
be submitted to Engineering Department for approval.

A

XYZ MANUFACTURING CO.
I.F. TRANSFORMER
PART NO.

SELECTIVITY CURVE

DRAWN
i

Fig.

ADIOI

1

I

.e.a'

I

APPROVED

Representative specification sheet
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R.S.T.

I

f

Approved Samples
-,,

One

engineering departments make

a practice of supplying the part manu-

facturer with an approved sample as a

45 f776

CHECKED

cations. An example of this is the two
ratings given to transmitter tubes, viz:
(1 ICAS, intermittent commercial and
amateur service, (2) CCS, continuous
commercial service. This along with
other factors such as ambient temperature, humidity. altitude, and in certain
cases Underwriters requirements must
all be reviewed; keeping in mind that
unnecessarily rigid specifications are to
be avoided whenever possible.
Measurement methods may vary
greatly between in: nufacturers and this
being the case, it is advisable with certain parts to either specify the method
preferred, or actually include instructions in the form of a diagram on the
part drawing. Such a procedure need
only be used when there is a chance
of considerable error should an alternative method be used. As an example of
this, where the specification of a small
mutual inductance is desired it might
be well to note "Mutual inductance to
be measured on Carey Foster bridge ".
This should be sufficient since the Carey
Foster bridge is well known.
Where it is important, due to the
special nature of the design, a complete
schematic showing all circuit constants
should be included. For example, suppose we have a complex i -f trans former in which we are interested
mainly in the shape of the selectivity
curve and gain. To specify all of the
critical parameters together with allowable tolerances would require a great
amount of unnecessary engineering.
Fig. I shows a typical simplified transformer drawing wherein only the desired characteristics have been specified with tolerances. Obviously such a
specification is much more easily understood and followed. since only the overall result is specified without regard to
such factors as coil spacings, Q etc.
Of course. there may be instances
where certain parts used in the construction might vary in such a way
that the overall performance was not
impaired, yet some undesirable effect
might be experienced. An example of
such a case is where the effectiveness
of a shield can be so poor that magnetic
coupling occurs between the coils and
other parts of the unit, but the transformer performance as a unit is not
affected. Such inconsistencies are rare
although they must be considered before
writint specifications.

DATE

-

Dec.15.1944

guide. and cover this with a note on
the drawing stating, "In all respects
not covered by the specification the purchased part must conform with the en(Continued on toge 70)
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This Month
W.E TELEVISION

Western Electric Company plans to
manufacture television transmitting equipment in the postwar period, according to
an announcement by F. R. Lack, vice
president in charge of the company's radio
division.
Mr. Lack pointed out that during peacetime Western Electric is the manufacturing
and supply unit of the Bell System and a
leading manufacturer of radio broadcasting
equipment. Since Pearl Harbor, he said.
the Company has become the Nation's
largest producer of communications and
electronic devices for the Armed Forces,
including amplitude modulated and frequency
modulated radio transmitting
equipment.
Supplementing the plans for manufacture
of television transmitters. Mr. Lack indicated that an active program of television
development will be undertaken as soon as
war conditions permit. The postwar transmitting equipment will be distributed
through Grayhar Electric Company.

Ï

WPB ACTIONS

The Industrial Sound Equipment Industry Advisory Committee believes that
electronic equipment controls should not
be revoked until all military requirements
can be met. but that controls should be
nodified as war demands decrease and
:naterials become more readily availabb
officials of the War Production Board',
Radio and Radar Division said today.
Revocation or modification of Limitation
Order L -265 was considered by the committee. which met recently in Washington.
Equipment used in public _address systems.
inter -communication systems and other industrial sound amplifying equipment falls
within the category of electronic equipment involving the use of vacuum or gas.

eous tubes, under L -265. Since the war.
considerable apparatus of this sort has
been used in industrial plants to increase
production, maintain morale, and save time
and labor. The military demand for this
type of equipment and many of its components also contributes to the present
civilian shortages, it was pointed out.
Means of acquiring equipment for civilian uses were outlined to the committee by
John Creutz. Government presiding officer,
who said that a user may file WPB Form
541
with an equipment manufacturer
through any WPB field office, provided no
construction is required. If construction
is required, Form 617 must be filed.
WPB field offices will screen all applications on their merits. The burden of
proof in establishing essentiality will rest
with the applicant.
WPB Radio and Radar Division officials
announced it is possible that some commercial equipment not suitable for military, marine and foreign uses, which require special sealing and weather proofing.
might become available for industrial use.
Industry members pointed out that they

The yachtsman's telephone has gone to war.

The midget Western Electric 8 watt
radio transmitter and receiver which formerly enabled the small boat owner
to keep in communication with the Coast Guard, land telephone system and
with other radio- equipped vessels, is shown above installed aboard a Merchant
Marine training ship.

:)robably could use rejected Army and
Navy equipment if it could be made available. Supplies of sound equipment for industrial purposes and installations have
been inadequate during the past year, members said, adding that they now had not
stocks on hand.
Means of aiding jobbers in securing
sound equipment for service and repair of
their customer's systems were discussed
and it was recommended that permission
to acquire essential sound equirment be
extended to a number of jobbers. Such jobbers that require units of equipment should
file Form 547, but it was explained that
this would not apply to, nor cover parts.
Applications for equipment will be considered and the worthy ones processed,
officials said. However, such stocking as

allowed would be for emergency repairs,
and not for general resale.
The issuance of a pamphlet entitled
"Guide of Industrial Sound ", designed to
explain the uses and value of sound equipment, was announced. This document will
soon be put on sale by the Superintendent
of Documents.
BROWDER

J.

THOMPSON

KILLED IN ACTION

ßrowder Julian Thompson, Associate
Research Director of RCA Laboratories,
Princeton, N. J., who had been on leave
from RCA since December, 1943, serving
as expert consultant in the Office of the
Secretary of War, was killed in action
during a flight in an Army plane in the
[Continued ott Page 44]
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NO. 32-PUSH -PULL CIRCUIT FUNDAMENTALS; SIMPLE SOLUTION OF HALF -WAVE AND FULL -WAVE LINEAR RECTIFIERS
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PUSH -PULL CIRCUIT

FUNDAMENTALS
In Fir/. 1(a) is shown a line AA'
representing a magnitude and a direction. The length of AA' might represent a force, a voltage, or a current.
Moreover, the direction in which this
force, or voltage, is applied is defined
by the position of AA'. However, the
voltage may be applied in a direction
or A' A. This is further defined
In Fig 1(b) in which the sense is expressed by the arrow showing that the
direction of the voltage in AA'. The
line AA' is a vector.
Vectors may be added or subtracted
by several means.
For example, in
Fig. 1(c) we have two vectors AA'
and AB having a common origin A.
long as the magnitude, direction and
sense of the vectors are unchanged
they may be set up with a common
origin or end to end. Thus, to add the
two vectors they may be placed as
shown in 1(c) and the parellelogram
completed. The diagonal of the parallelogram is then the vector sum (i.e.,
AO).

s

A

r

AF

Figure

Vectors may be subtracted in like
manner. That is, by reversing the sign
( i.e., sense) of one of them and adding
vectorially as at 1(d). Here is represented AA' -AB. Thus AB' _ -AB
adding AB' and AA' yields AO', again
by completing the parallelogram. The
AA' would be equal
difference AB
in magnitude to AO' but opposite in
AO'. Fig. 2
sense ; in other words
shows another method of adding and
subtracting vectors by placing them
end to end and joining the origin and
the point of the last vector for the
result.
Sense and relative direction are
often described as phase. Thus the
phase of B lags A and C leads A in
phase. This is in accordance with the
accepted pattern of considering that the
vectors rotate in an anti -clockwise di-

-

-

c

B

B

B'

1

rection for alternating or pulsating
electric current or voltage.
An alternating current or voltage
may also be represented by a sine wave
or simple harmonic motion as shown in
Fig. 3(a) either as a sine wave or it
line with sense.
The position of the vector relative
to any other vector may be shown by
the angular rotation of the vector in
radians (or degrees) or as indicated
by the two sine waves of Fig. 3(b
Here vector C is shown leading B b\
7r/2 radians (i.e., 90 degrees). Obviously B and C may be added or subtracted in either form with similar results. Procedures are identical but
adding and subtracting sine waves is
somewhat laborious since the waves
must be added or subtracted point b)
point.
Fig. 4 shows a generalized push -pull
circuit with power supply circuits

zn

C

A-B+C+D

=A

=

Figure
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O
omitted. If a voltage E = C sin n
is introduced at A the grids of tubes
(1) and (2) will be energized in phase
opposition. That is the grid of tube
(1) will be negative while the grid of
tube 2 is positive and vice versa. This
will result in similar currents or voltages being developed in the plate circuits of tubes (1) and (2). The wind-

PLATE
CURRENT
TUBE t
AT

POSITION
OF FIG.4

PLATE
CURRENT
TUBE 2

Figure

6

ings of transformer C arc so connected that these currents are additive
in the secondary. Since these currents
are out Of phase direct addition would
result in cancellation if the two did
not differ in phase by other than ;r.
however, if two identical waves differing in phase by s radians are to be
combined so that their fundamentals
are additive. the situation shown in
Fig. j results. : \s a result second and
other even order harmonies introduced
by the push pull circuit will be bal anced out or at least materially reduced. This is obvious if it is recalled that the effect of the push -pull
balance is to invert the half of the
wave from - to 27, shift it in phase
by Tr radians, and add directly to the
positive half -cycle from 0 to r,. The
cancellation of even harmonies is evident from :I't inspection of Fiir. «I).

Figure

5

Ilowever, transformer D in Fig. 4 is
connected differentially so the
plate currents of the two tubes add
directly. Since they differ in phase by
7. radians the situation pictured in
Fig. 6 results. In this case the even
harmonics are in phase and additive,
whereas the fundamental and odd harmonics cancel out as indicated in
Fig. 6. It should be remembered that
odd harmonics are symmetrical about
rr insofar as their relation to the fundamental is concerned, whereas even
harmonics are not.
Next, consider the effect of the introduction of the signal at B in Fig. 4
instead of at A. In this case both
grids are essentially in parallel and are
each positive at the same instant. As
a result the plate currents are in phase
and due to the differential correction
of transformer C, the fundamental balances out as do the even and odd harmonics, but all of them appear at D.
This can be visualized by inverting a
wave and its harmonics as shown in
Fig. i. This is legitimate because the
currents in the two halves of the primary. of C arc theoretically equal anal
opposite. it therefore follows that
complete cancellation will take place
provided the currents are identical and
the transformer C' is perfectly balanced.
At transformer D, however, both plate
currents are in phase, and since they
are identical theoretically even to harmonic content, they are additive as are
all h. rt.'onics. This can be visualized
by comparing the push -pull circuit ob.
twined 7.y folding one half of the push
pull circuit over the other so tha.

coincide. Consequently, transformers
B and 1) may be viewed as would the
normal input and output transformers
of a single tube circuit.
The above analysis applies chiefly to
amplifier circuits since only one signal
wave has been considered. In a future article the results of the introduction of two signals will be analyzed,
including the introduction of one signal
wave at .1 and another at B. At that
time we will consider, in addition to
even and odd harmonics, even and odd
order modulation products.

not

-

tube 2 coincides with tube 1 and the
!tin halves of tr.osformer .I :in

SIMPLE SOLUTION OF HALF WAVE AND FULL -WAVE
LINEAR RECTIFIERS
Fig. 8 represents the current voltage
characteristic of a linear half -wave
rectifier. If it is assumed that the volt-

Figure

8

age to be rectified is sinusoidal, it may
he represented by:
E
A cos e

=

solution of this simple case may 1.v
obtained by multiplying the voltage to
he rectified by an appropriate square
wave, having the same periodicity.
Such a wave can be represented by:
A

K
2

=--- cos O-- cos
2K

2K

3.r

The result of multiplying this equation
yields:

- K:1

K.1

COS O

2

Following the
wave rectifies
wave rectifiers
voltages differ

+

2K. I
cos 28

same reasoning a fullfunctions as two hal fin which the rectified
in phase by r radians.

i

ii

Figure
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Figure
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The direct current positions will add
directly hut the odd harmonics, including the fundamental, will subtract. If
the two rectifiers are identical the odd
harmonics and fundamentals will vanish. See Fig. 9.
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PART 7

The Terminology of

ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY
Because recent developments in the field of microwave radiation and generation have greatly
widened the engineer's interest in electromagnetic theory, the following alphabetical list of terms.
Ideas, and theorems is presented. It is not so much intended that the discussions be rigorous
definitions as that they shall give interesting ideas and serve as an introduction to the concepts.

-Any

combination of
Transducer
conductors and dielectrics having two pairs
of accessible terminals is called a transducer. Thus a transducer may he any

open -circuited. The other Y's and Z's
which are often referred to as transfer
admittances or impedances are also found
with one set of terminals open- circuited.

that description by graphical methods so as
to allow a more ready physical picture of
the situation.

To represent a vector field with lines
force, imaginary lines are drawn
throughout the space so that the vector
for any point has a direction tangent to
the lines of force in that neighborhood and
a magnitude equal to the density with
which the lines have been drawn. If c.
bundle of lines of force which pass

of

a certain neighborhood are considered together and if the outer lines of
that bundle are spanned by a tubular surface, that surface is called a tube of force.

through

Tubes of force are particularly useful
some calculations because of several
properties which they have. For one thing,
no two lines of force can ever cross since
such a crossing would make the specification of the vector at the crossing point
ambiguous. This means that a tube of
force contains the same flux (same number of lines of force) throughout its length
and by any change in its cross -sectional
area a strengthening or weakening of the
field is indicated.
Tubes of force may be considered as
carrying lines of force much as pipes
carry a liquid. Indeed, if the vector field
is one giving the flow velocities in a liquid
system, the tubes of force may actually
correspond to physical pipes carrying the
in

such thing as a telephone transmission
line, a transformer, or even a pair of radio
antennas located soute distance apart. I f
the input terminals which are called .1,
and Bi have a current /, flowing in .1,
and out B,, and if the output terminals,
.42 and B, have a current /2 flowing in B_
and out A2 (see figure) then the transducer is said to be a linear transducer if
i
1

,

= Z /i±Z,2 /2
= Z 11-1-Z22 /2

where the Z's are impedances and the U's
are the input and output voltages.
In general. linear transducers are obtained whenever nun -linear devices, such
as vacuum tube, and iron -core transformers, are avoided.
It is of course possible to solve the
above equations for the currents. When
this is done they are often written in the
form

=

_

ITY12 1'2

Y,1

V

Y21

171+YT2 i-2

In either of these sets of equations the
quantities 7,,,, Yu, Z22, and Y,. are the impedance or admittance of an appropriate
pair of terminals when the other set is

DIO
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but this time the voltage at the open -circuited set is combined with the current in
the other set to obtain admittance or impedance. The Z's and the V's are all a
function of the electrical properties of the
transducer and may also depend on frequency but they are independent of the
U's and /'s.
For example, if the transducer is five
equal resistors, each of R ohms connected
in the form of an H with the lower and
upper ends of the H considered respectively as accessible pairs of terminals, the
Z's and Y's will have the following values:

Z=7._,=3R
Z,2 =Z2, =R
= l'_ = 1/3R
_ = 1/R
of Force- A vector

field is
Tubes
a space which has a vector of a given

direction and magnitude defined at each
and every point. Such a field may be des cribed by an equation or a pair of equations which give vector magnitude and
direction as a function of some coördinate
system or it may be represented graphically
by the use of lines of force. Even when
the mathematical method of specification
is used it is often desirable to supplement

JANUARY, 1945

fluid.

-In

the steady
Vector Potential -A
state the electric potential of a point in
space is the energy necessary to bring a
unit charge to that point from some place
which we call zero potential. This method
of describing the electrical properties of a
space has several advantages. It is intrinsically simpler than the statement of
the three field components; it allows certain mathematical calculations to be carried out in a simple fashion; and it makes
use of the volt which has considerable
physical significance.
[Continued on next page]
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1Coutiaued from page 391

In the magnetic case, however, it is not
generally possible to talk about such a
scalar potential. The energy involved with
a unit magnetic pole is not uniquely determined by the position of that pole in
space and since that is what we mean by
scalar potential, we can not assign unique
potential values to such points.
An example of this is apparent in the
case of a magnetic pole located in the
neighborhood of a wire carrying a current. The work involved in getting the
pole to such a position may be anything
depending upon the number of trips around
the wire that were made enroute.
The magnetic vector potential is a means
of overcoming this difficulty and allowing
a potential function to be set up that will
salvage at least some of the advantages of
scalar potential theory. For example, in
the case of a wire carrying a steady current, the magnetic vector potential is a
vector pointing along the wire in a direction opposite to the current flow. In
Gaussian units the magnitude of the vector
potential falls off with distance from the
wire in accordance with

=

-

A
(2i /c)ln r
This is in contradistinction to the way
the scalar potential falls off with distance
from a charge, which is given by
95

= p/r

To find H from A it is necessary to take
the curl of A while, in the scalar potential
case the negative gradient of 95 will give E.
The vector potential of a vector H is
given by curl A
H plus some specification on div A which in the steady state
case is taken as div A
O.
In the general case where the electromagnetic fields may change with time

=

=

neither E nor H have zero curls, which is
the criterion for setting up scalar potentials. We may nevertheless use
and A
by setting E
-grad
(1 /c) (SA /St)
instead of simply -grad tß, and by defining
-(1/c)(856/80.
A with div A

'-

=

=

Wave Guide Cutoff Wavelength

-Xe--Hollow

pipe wave guides have
characteristics that are in many ways similar to those of high -pass filter networks.
I f
a wave of a given frequency and
strength is incident into the input end of
a wave guide, equal or lesser amounts of
power will be caused to emerge from the
far end. The decrease in energy during
transmission is called attenuation and may
be due not only to actual losses into heat
but also to the reflection of energy back
along the path from which it came.
Even if we assume that the guide is
made of a perfectly conducting material,
attenuation which is usually measured in
db per foot is possible because of reflection and, in general, is found to depend
upon frequency in such a way that at some
frequency it increases very rapidly with a
further decrease in frequency.
The wave length X, corresponding to
the cutoff frequency f, beyond which the

40

attenuation of a wave guide rises very rapidly is called the cutoff wave length.
In an actual wave guide where dissipative attenuation is also taken into account, a plot of attenuation versus frequency usually shows a minimum at a
point just above the cutoff and gradually
increases again at higher frequencies. This
high -frequency attenuation is due to the
finite conductivity of the material and is
so much smaller that it is not easily confused with the large attenuation experienced with wave lengths that are longer
than the cutoff wave length.
A slightly more mathematical but also
more accurate way to describe cutoff in a
wave guide has to do with the propagation
constant and the characteristic impedance.
\\'hen the wave length is small the propagation constant is a pure imaginary quantity indicating a traveling sinusoidal wave
and the impedance is real, showing that no
energy is to be reflected from points along
the interior of the guide. On the other
hand for long wave lengths, the propagation constant becomes real and thus designates an exponential falling off of the
energy transmitted while the impedance
becomes imaginary to show the presence
of a reflected component. The frequency
or wave length at which these quantities
change from real to imaginary is called
the cutoff frequency or wavelength.

-A given
guide is capable of

Wave Guide Modes

of hollow pipe wave

piece

transmitting electrical energy in one or
more of an infinite number of ways or
modes which arc distinguishable from each
other because of characteristic patterns of
the electromagnetic field which are formed
within the guide.
In a particular case only one or a limited
number of modes may be excited, depending upon the frequency that is employed
and how the energy is introduced into the
wave guide. For example, with a rectangular wave guide all the possible modes
may be included under two main groups
which are commonly referred to as respectively transverse electric and transverse magnetic modes.
These names are usually abbreviated as
TE and TM. They indicate in the one
case that the electric field is directed only
crosswise of the wave guide and not at all
along its length while in the other case
the same is true of the magnetic field. The
various modes existing in each class are
given by subscripts as Te.,. or TM.,.. The
subscript m tells the number of half -wave
variations in field intensity that are to be
found in traveling one way across the
rectangle while n gives the same information for the other transverse dimension.
The mode of a wave guide which can
be utilized with the lowest possible frequency for a given set of dimensions is
called the dominant mode. It is generally
the most useful one because it can be used
under conditions that deny competition
from any higher modes which are then

well beyond cutoff so that practically no
energy can be accepted by them. In the
case of a rectangular wave guide, the
TE,o mode is dominant and is the only
mode that will propagate if the narrow
dimension of the guide is sensibly less
than a wave length. With a circular wave
guide, only the dominant mode is transmitted without severe attenuation if the
radius of the pipe is appreciably less than
0.38 times as great as the wave length but
greater than 0.29X.

Wave Length in Wave Guide

-In

-

xg
coaxial lines using an air dielectric the wave length is always the same
c
as in free space and is given by Xf
In all
where c is the velocity of light.
types of hollow pipe wave guide the wave
length is longer than it is in free space
X, f
so the phase velocity given by V
is greater than the velocity of light and the
group velocity which is the speed with
which a modulation signal is carried along
the wave guide is less than the velocity of
light. The wave length X, is related to
the cutoff wave length and the free space
wave length by the relation

=

=

X,

=

is clear that if
wave guide is operated very near its
cutoff frequency X, becomes very large
and the group velocity may become relatively small. In a practical wave guide.
however, the attenuation due to current
losses in the walls of the guide also becomes large as cutoff is approached so
that a lower limit to the group velocity is
encountered rather soon.

From this expression it
a

-The
If

unit of magnetic flux
Weber
in the Giorgi or mks system of units is
an open circuited loop of
the weber.
wire is initially in a field free space and
if a magnetic field is allowed to build up
through the loop at a rate such that one
volt appears across the terminals of the
loop, then at the end of one second the
magnetic flux through the loop is one

weber.
Thus the weber is not a unit. of B directly as is the gauss in the Gaussian system of units but rather is analogous to
the more infrequently used flux unit called
the Maxwell.
Magnetic field strength, B, is measured
in terms of webers per square meter. This
is in accord with the usual graphical device in which lines of flux are defined as
a family of imaginary curves drawn in a
space in such a way that at any point a

tangent shows the direction of the field
and the density of the lines gives its
strength.
A weber is, in this picture. the name of
one of these imaginary curves and by the
convention, the number of webers per unit
of area is the strength of the field.
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INew Products

.

NEW IRC

1- WATTERS

International Resistance Company announces a new addition to their well known
BT line
. the BTA insulated
1 -watt
resistor, available for prompt delivery on

'

priority orders.
Designed particularly for applications
requiring American War Standards' RC30
Specifications, the BTA also will fill a
real need in a wide variety of limited
space, low -power applications.
Characteristics of the new, small BTA
compare favorably with those of the widely
used Type BT-1, although the new unit
is only 60e/o of the size of the BT -1.

Tests indicate that the 56 °C. temperature
rise of the BTA is lower than that of any
other I -watt insulated composition resistor
of comparable size.
The type BTA is 0.718" long by 0.250"
in diameter. It has a wattage rating of
1 -watt
at 40 °C. ambient and a voltage
rating of 500-volts. Minimum range is 330
ohms. Standard maximum range is 20
megohms. Higher ranges are available on
special order.
Requests for technical bulletin on the
BTA insulated resistor should be addressed
to Department N7, International Resistance
Company, 401 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia 8, Pa.
PUNCH -LOK CATALOG

A new catalog on the Punch -Lok clamps
and fittings for many purposes is now
available upon request to the B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio, national distributors of the product. Feature of the
catalog is the pictorial descriptions, accompanied by text of the many clamps
and fittings, together with tables giving
information on all sizes. Tools used in
applying Punch -Lok clamps and fittings
are also described.
THEATRE TELEVISION
HANDBOOK
A comprehensive handbook on the what,

and why of theatre television has
prepared by the RCA Service Comfor theatre managers and projectionit was announced by W. L. Jones,
Vice President of the Company. The
book, which will be ready for distribution
before the end of December, is profusely
illustrated throughout.
Rapidly growing interest in this great
new potential entertainment medium had
resulted in many requests from theatre
managers and projectionists for lectures
on the subject. Due to the difficulties
existing today in carrying out such a
how
been
pany
ists,

*

program, it was felt that a book, containing much of the lecture material which had
been prepared, would best meet present day
requirements and provide much valuable
information to industry members generally
the announcement stated.
Although the contents are primarily
devoted to technical discussions of the
reception and large-screen projection of
television programs, several chapters deal
with such non -technical subjects as television commercial possibilities, the handling of programs, and audience response.
In step -by -step fashion, the technical
discussions provide projectionists with an
abundance of data ranging from a review
of electrical fundamentals to video circuits,
sweep and synchronizing circuits, and the
operation of a television system. The theory
and operation of diodes and rectifiers, voltage amplifiers, and limiters are thoroughly
explained.
Entitled "Theatre Television Handbook
for Projectionists," the book will be mailed
without charge to theatre owners, managers, and projectionists upon request to
the RCA Service Company, Inc., Camden,
N. J.

high efficiency. It can be operated at
maximum ratings up to frequencies of
30 MC and with reduced ratings up to
Maximum C \V output is 360
60 mc.
watts, and plate modulated output is 240
watts, when operated in class C. Mounting is either vertical or horizontal, but in
the latter case the filament must be kept
in a vertical plane.
The tube is 7y, inches maximum overall
length, and has a maximum diameter of
It has a medium metal
2 9/16 inches.
plate cap and is fitted with a giant 7 -pin
base of ceramic construction surrounded
by an aluminum shell.

ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED
PROCESS INCREASES
TRANSPARENCY OF LENSES

Small squares of glass, each having a
circular center area treated to make is
appreciably more transparent than the rest
of the square, were handed to guests at a
meeting of the Kiwanis Club of Philadelphia as evidence of the improvement in
everyday products which is being effected
by industrial applications of electronics.
The treatment, which promises more
efficient cameras, microscopes, field glasses,
and eyeglasses after the war, according to
rred W. Wentker, of the Radio Corporation of America, consists of applying to
both sides of the glass a film of a specific
transparent material about 5 millionths
of an inch thick. This film, the thickness
and hardness of which is controlled by
electron tubes, increases transparency by
minimizing the tendency of the glass to
reflect light.
NEW TAYLOR 813 TUBE

Continuing the manufacture of beam
power transmitting tubes under the RCA
license, Rex L. Munger, Sales Manager
of Taylor Tubes, Inc., 2312 Wabansia
Avenue, Chicago, has announced that production has been started on the 813 tube.
The Taylor 813 is a beam power tube
of extremely high sensitivity with a maximum plate dissipation of 100- watts. It
requires less than 1 -watt of driving power
to produce about 260 watts when used on
CW; and it need not be neutralized in
circuits which provide adequate shielding.
The tube utilizes low screen current and,
when used as a frequency multiplier, is
able to generate a high harmonic output at

JANUARY, 1945

Filament
characteristics:
Electrical
(thoriated tungsten) voltage -10 volts a-c
or d-c at 5 amperes; transconductance for
plate current of 50 ma is approximately
3750 umhos ; interelectrode capacitances
grid to plate (with external shield) -0.2
(max.) mhnf, input -16.3 mmf, output

-

mmf.
Typical operating conditions (Class C
telephony) -d-c plate voltage-100 volts;
d-c screen voltage -400 volts ; d -c grid
voltage-minus 130 volts; peak r -f grid
voltage-210 volts; beamforming voltage
0 volts; d-c plate current -150 ma; d -c
screen current -20 ma ; d -c grid current
ma; driving power
(approximately)
(approximately) -1.2 watts; power output
-175 watts with a carrier condition with
a maximum modulation factor of 1.0.
The tube is presently available solely
ority basis for war contracts, it was stated.
14

-

-6

CARBON PILE RHEOSTATS

Under impetus of war requirements demanding resistance adjustments more critical, more precise, smoother, and more dependable resistance variation than is possible with conventional variable resistance
units, the Stackpole Carbon Company, St.
Marys, Pa., has developed many new types
and sizes of continuously adjustable carbon
[Continued on page 56]
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THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS
BOOK FOR RADIO- ELECTRONIC
BEGINNERS(

A. A.

training ecessary

GHIRARD]

Let Radio's moat
widely -read technical author help you

start training NOW
for a fascinating,
profitable future!

YOUR MONEY BACK
5 Days if Ghirardi's 972 -page RADIO PHYSICS
COURSE Book doesn't teach you Radio - Electronic
fundamentals EASIER, FASTER and at LESS COST
than any other book That's how sure we are
that Ghirardi's RADIO PHYSICS COURSE is
the very best in the field!

in

!

HERE'S HOW TO REPAIR RADIOS
THE EASY WAY!

Ask the men who KNOW what's good in Radio Training -the men WI...
have had to learn Radio quickly and from scratch. in the Armed Forces;
the men who already have obtained good -paying Radio -Electronic jobs in
industry! Nine out of ten of them (as proved by a recent survey) will tell
you that Ghirardi's fanions RADIO PHYSICS COURSE is their first choice
as the easiest -to -learn from, most thorough and inexpensive Radio book on

for Diagnosing, Locating
and Repairing Radio Receiver Troubles

A Definite Guide

gives full deuils on common trouble
symptoms.
) otoms. their
and remedle
OVER 4.000 DIFFÉRENT RADIO
RECEIVER MODELS. It describes the
trouble exactly -telle exactly how to
remit It. It eliminates e tensive
testing -helps you do two jobs In
the time normally peau red for one
repair cheap sets at a profit- subati
tute tubes and parts profitably -train
new helpers. etc.. etc.
In addition. hundreds of other
pages are devoted to Use most mod
ern
le chan you've ever wen(
tube and parts rubs' tauon data:
LE alignment peak. for over 20.000
superheta: a big section on I -P trans.
former troubles
d donne of
Charts graphs. helpful hints and data
compilations -all carefulp indexed for
quick. easy reference.
This b I g. beautifully bound
HANDBOOK le only $5 1$5.50 for
gni -on oar UNRESERVED 5 -DAY
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. You cannot
lose!

Radio Servicemen everywhere say

.

that this big 3rd edition of A. A.
Ghlrardl's RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER's HANDBOOK helps them turn out
twice as much work on given tone!
Radio "tinkerers" and beginners who
like to fix their own home seta and
those of friends find this big book
quick. tan way of locating and
repairing receiver troubles without
eaten.w shoo equipment! Nine
times out of ten. It tells eiNctly bow
sary repairs-withto make the
sot say elaborate atesting whatever:

the market.

MOST POPULAR FOR ARMY -NAVY
AND CIVILIAN RADIO TRAINING

-

NOT A "STUDY" BOOK

-

Actually. this big. 744page man
RADIO TROUBt.ESIIOOTER'S
complete
ngeand
AÑeNttrrouble diagnosing.)
fast repaWnR of PRACTICALLY
EVERY TYPE. OF RADIO RECEIVER
tudv"
NOW IN USE. It Isn't
book. You simply turn to It whenever
you want to fix a particular tyre of
trouble In a part-ular make of radio.
Its 404 -page Case History Section

sallse

This same Ines-penatve )m "k hid VIVCn mere
people their basic Radio- Electron,c training than
other ever published
is
endorsed
en
now. Because of eta
Meer nil t. It
more universally used for
home study.
tudy,
nit more widely employed in
U. S.
Signal Corps. Nosy and clvrllsn
thhools and colleges than any other b..ok on
e sub)crt. Would you want any bctrar proof
than this'.

n

EVEN IF YOU DON'T KNOW ANY-

THING ABOUT RADIO!

Even if you've had no rrevmus Radio or
Electrical training or ein er;. e It's
to
learn front Ghirardi's RADIO Pil
ICS COURSE!
Everything. that can be done to make leaminir
for
It
explains suerltbingeIn detail
you cannot fail
to understand. Over 500 nnec.illy [re. arr,t
Illustrations help you to visualize every Le.
t,on. You dont have to know a single thing
Radio In advance. All you need
a
ltwat
ittle spare reading and a desire to Isget
started RIGHT
profitable future In
:

HERE'S HOW TO LEARN MODERN
RADIO SERVICE WORK
without an instructor!
a

any

..

It

serves W

s

a

ing Procedure and Circuit Analysis; Testing and
Repair of Components: Installations; Adjustments;

etc.. etc. -also How to Start s Successful Service
fleshless.
1300 pages: 720 Self- Testing Review
' uestlons; 706 helpful Illustration and diagrams.
Only S5 complete (15.50 foreign) on our 5 -Day
Money -Rack Guarantee.

meet-

Don't

1

beautifully cross-indexed work for "brushing up"
al any type of work that may puzzle you.
Included L a thorough explanation of all Test
Instruments, telling exactly how they should be
used and why (lt even glees all necessary data for

the construction of test equlnment for those who
prefer to make their awn!); Receiver Troubleshoot-

A SSA VALUE FOR $5 COMPLETE
R\DIO PHYSICS COURSE Is acclaimed everywhere as the "biggest bargain" available in
RadioFlectronic training. If It mere broken
into sections and sold
course. you'd nand
it as
bargain at 550 or more-but you ac
t -Hy buy it all here complete in one big 972.
page handsomely bound book for only $3
S3 50 foreign) and viols our abaotute 5-13Y
MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. Get the book and
lee for yourself. Compare it with any Other
book or course on the market -at any paee.
See how much more complete It is. how much
better Illustr-ted how
uch easier to under
stand! You be the judge! You cannot loset

take chances! Order yours facial/ while they're still available. Ute tilts Order Form.
sum
mom
RADIO L TECHNICAL DIVISION OF MURRAY HILL BOOKS, INC.
Dept R.15 232 Madison Ave., New York 16. N. Y.
Enrloned find 5
checked: or O send C.O.D. for this amt plus postale.
if am nue falls. sail sfied.forI took.
may return the books within 5 days and receive my money
I back.

radio repair work In all of its branches. Written
so simply you can understand It without an instructor! Read from the beginning It take. you step by
step through all phases of the work-or. used u a
book by busy servicemen,

SCOPE OF 36 COURSES IN ONE
Actually. RADIO PHYSICS COURSE. gives you
the acme if SO dnaeretit courses in nue
enlent. Inexpensive big book. Nothing Ie left
put. Nothing Is condensed. Nothing Is left to
chance. You learn all you need to know. You
don't need to Wait for monthly lessons. You
spare
Progress
imes and s In the
time
omfort u Of 'yourntownr borne.

shortages may snake it impossible for us to continue
WARNING' ing
paper
the tremendous demand for all Ghirardi Radio Rooks.

A. A. G lrardis MODERN RADIO SERVICING
is the only single, Inexpensive book that gives a
complete. easily understandable course In modem

reference

Rltidllo.rectronics

service work to aviation. militare. broad
Sating. manufacturing. public address and
many others.

PHYSICS COURS[

ee ig n)
55.00 (53.30 foreign)

SAVE

MONEY!

I1=1

1'S

See coupon

cob aeon
MO D E,RN
SERVICING
,

for special

I

offer

On
R A D I O
n d

- n,fu
over

HANDBOOK
2040 pages of
srrv,Ce rata!

Special °'MONEY- SAVING"
Combination MODERN RADIO
SERVICING with the NANDBOOK

as.30 (510.50 foreign)

3rd.

I

[dit

RADIO TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S HANDBOOK

55.00 (55.50 foreign)

I

MODERN RADIO SeRVICING
$500 ISS.30 foreign)

I

Name
I

Address
a

I

I

City

REPAIR ANY KIND OF RADIO EQUIPMENT
PREPARE YOURSELF FOR A BETTER JOB AT HIGHER PAY IN THE RADIO- ELECTRONIC FIELD
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THIS MONTH
[Continued from page 41]

Mediterranean Theater while on a special
mission for the Secretary of War, it has
been announced by the War Department.
Mr. Thompson was forty years old.
The announcement said that Mr. Thompson, who previously had been reported
missing, lost his life on the night of July
4-5, 1944. It described his mission as "of
direct and vital importance to the war."
Mr. Thompson was recognized as one
of America's foremost radio research engineers, having completed many outstand-

ing developments, including perfection of
the famous "acorn" tube used in ultrahigh frequencies. He headed important
research work on television tubes and
tubes for generating power, and was credited with advances in screen -grid tubes and
power pentodes that became mainstays in

broadcast reception.
Mr. Thompson was awarded the Morris
Liebmann Memorial Prize by the Institute
of Radio Engineers in 1936 for his contributions to the ultra -high frequency field
of radio. He was a Fellow of the Institute
of Radio Engineers and the American
Physical Society ; a member of Tau Beta
Pi; and Sigma Xi. He had been a Director
of the Institute of Radio Engineers since

W. R. JONES PROMOTED

The appointment of Mr. Walter R.
Jones to the newly created post of General
Engineering Manager for Radio Receiving
Tubes by Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
has been announced by Mr. Roger M.
Wise, Vice- President in charge of Engineering. Mr. Jones formerly manager of
commercial engineering at Sylvania joined
the company in 1929 to set up a sales engineering laboratory.

1937.

Ingenious New

Technical Methods
Presented in the hope that they will
prove interesting and useful to you.

W. R. Jones

In his new capacity, Mr. Jones will
have the direction of the engineering program for radio receiving tubes including
the design and development, commercial
engineering, chemical, mechanical and
standardizing sections.
A senior member of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, and a Fellow of the
Radio Club of America, he is chairman
of the Applications Sub -Committee for
Miniature Tubes for the War Production
Board. He supervised creation of a series
of charts on radio now used to train men
in various electronic branches of the Armed
Forces. A native of Ossining, New York,
Mr. Jones is a graduate of Cornell University, and has headquarters in Emporium,
Pennsylvania.

New Internal Gage Avoids Over
Cutting ... Saves Wasted Man Hours
At last a gage that takes the guess work out of
checking internal diameters either machine
bored, or close ground and lapped. It is called
the Keene Internal Gage and is the first accurate
method for fast correct checking of internal
splines and gears on both minimum and root
diameters. The gage is ideal for machining and
inspection work, and proves its value in increased production. It can be used with either a
master, or micrometers.
This time saving development is constructed
of aluminum, is six inches long and weighs only
five ounces. Available in models designed to read
in thousandths (.001) or in tenths (.0001).
Wh.n your gage has been checked the thousandths left to bore, the actual job of machining
may become tedious. It is then when Wrigley's
Spearmint Gum helps keep you alert and watchful. Chewing gum seems to assist you over the
dull spots in the day's work. And Wrigley's
Spearmint will aid you in your peacetime job by
helping to keep you wide awake and efficient
during that part of your work that may seem
unimportant, but which actually means perfection to the completed product.
You tan get complete information from Keene Electrical
Machinery Co., 542 W' Washington Blvd., Chicago 6, Illinois.
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MICROWAVE RELAYS
FOR

Determining correct setting for gage.

Closeup of dial showing simplicity
and fast visibility.
Z-51

TELEVISION

Nation-wide television hook -ups through
microwave radio stations 20 to 100 miles
apart all over the country were predicted
as an immediate possibility as soon as the
war is over by Dr. George B. Hoadley,
in charge of the instructional microwave
laboratory at the Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn, at the 597th meeting of the New
York Electrical Society in New York
City.
George F. Bateman, Dean of the School
of Engineering, Cooper Union, and president of the Society, presided at the meeting.
Dr. Hoadley gave the first talk authorized to date by the Publication Referee of
the National Defense Research Committee
covering an anlysis of a complete postwar
microwave system for communication purposes. Recently Dr. Hoadley completed his
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HUMIDITY -PROOF
SHOCK -PROOF
LEAK -PROOF

Another modern electrical development
pioneered and perfected by Sprague
Pioneered many months
ago by Sprague, glass -tometal seals for Sprague
Capacitors and hermeticallysealed 'Koolohm Resistors
have progressed far beyond any "laboratory curiosity"
stage. Not only are they being produced commercially
at better than 10,000 seals per day, but they have proved
highly efficient both electrically and mechanically. Seal
sizes range from very small up to 3" diameter. They
work equally well with practically any metal including
steel, brass, and monel metal, and do not require the
use of glass bushings and adjacent metal rings with
"matched" temperature coefficients of expansion.
There are, of course, plenty of "scientific" reasons
why glass -to-metal seals of this type are not feasible.

Hese again, however, the allegedly impossible has
simply ,rovided the incentive for another outstanding
pr-sgue engineering achievement. Actually, the only
ciradvantage to the seals so far uncovered is the fact
that corona voltages are a little lower than we'd like
them to be -yet this limitation only becomes a factor
at voltages upwards of 25 KV. In all respects, the
Sprague glass -to -metal seal answers the old problem of
guarding Capacitors and Resistors adequately against
leaks and moisture -and without organic bushings or
ot-ser materials which might be attacked by fungus.
Today, glass -to-metal sealed Sprague Capacitors and
'Koolohm Resistors are available in 8,000 electrical
characteristic combinations -which is another way of
saying that there is a sealed unit for every application
-.hat needs one. Details gladly sent on request.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY, NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
(Formerly Sprague Specialties Co.)

*T.

RAGUE

M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFFICE

PIONEERS OF ELECTRICAL -ELECTRONIC PROGRESS
RADIO
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part in a government sponsored research
program.
With the great impetus the war has
given electronics and the tremendous still
secret advances which have been made, the
succession of booster stations long envisioned by scientists is now actually practical, Dr. Hoadley said.
To illustrate the component parts of a
microwave communication system, Dr.
Hoadley demonstrated newly developed
devices in action. One of these was a wave
guide used as a microwave transmission
link. It was a plain section, ten feet long,
of galvanized iron drainpipe 3% inches in
diameter. Dr. Hoadley showed that waves
actually occur inside this pipe which is
used to go from the generator to th(

transmitting antennae to get the power
there in concentrated form without spilling
over into space. Anyone familiar with
electricity would think it necessary to have
two wires within these microwave tubes ;
but this is not the case. At the beginning
of the war transmission through such a
pipe had just become known and had never
been used in any practical system. It had
been in laboratory use in the training of
radio technicians for the Navy, but to date
it has not been permitted to be shown outside of these laboratories.
While the principles on which national
television could be achieved were recognized by scientists, Dr. Hoadley explained,
it took the war to bring about the developments which will hold down the micro-

OUR CENTRAL LOCATION GIVES
YOU QUICKER SERVICE

!
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We want to take this occasion to thank
you as one of thousands of customers for

your business during the past year and for
your friendship and loyalty which means so
much to us.

In these days of scarcity we have done
everything possible to bring you the best in
radio parts and equipment. In spite of existing shortages we have made available
thousands of items as shown in our printed
circulars. As additional equipment Is released, we will be the first to have it.
Our New Year's resolution is to continue
to give you the same quick service on "hard to -get" parts as thousands have enjoyed
during the past year. Because parts move
so rapidly these days we intend to continue
our policy of publishing an up -to -date list of
merchandise every two or three months.
If you do not have our latest flyer -write
today.

OUR LATEST GET -ACQUAINTED OFFERS
TUBE AND CIRCUIT
REFERENCE BOOK

Here's a handy reference

book that meets the demand
for simple. easy to understand
data on substitution of radio
tubes. Contains valuable technical information on tubes and
circuits. It's a guide you'll refer to time and again. Send for
your copy today! Only 10c post-

paid.
TUBE -BASE

CALCULATOR
ONLY 25c
Here's Just the calculator you've been looking
for! Tells you quickly, tube characteristics that
enable you to substitute available tubes for those
hard to get. Only 25c. We pay shipping expense.
FREEGiant Radio
Reference Map

W9GFQ

HALLICRAFTERS

Time zones, amateur zones, short wave
stations. Other valu-

For many years we have been one of the
country's largest distributors of Halllcrafter
equipment. We have Hallicrafters available
for immediate delivery on priority. For full
particulars, write.

--

Mall Coupon TodayWholesale Radio Laboratories

744 West Broadway

-

EM-1

radio parts.

Name
Address
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State

Printed in colors; size
S '4x4% ft. Yours free!
Send 15e to help with

--i

Council Bluffs, Iowa
Send your reference Book "Tubes
and Circuits ". Here's my 10c.
bet I want a Tube -Base calcuflYou
lator. 25c is enclosed.
ni Ship me your free radio map. 15c is
enclosed for packing and mailing.
Send your free flyer of hard -to -get

Town
I am

able information.

0 an amateur; 0 experimenter;
0 service man.

packing and mailing.
WE'VE GOT THOSE
HARD-TO -GET
RADIO PARTS
You'll be surprised at
the many hard -to -get
parts we've been able to
get for you fellows.
Mikes, multi- testers,
meters and many other
items. They're yours as
long as they last. Send
for latest flyer. It's full
of merchandise you've
been trying to get!
Stocks won't last long,
so write today.

WHOLESALE
RADIO LABORATORIES
744 W. BWDY.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

waves to the defined and limited beam
necessary to operate station links. These
links will be placed across the country at
20 to 100 mile intervals and in parallel
bands 150 to 200 miles apart, much as
the several transcontinental railroads now
span the country, making it possible for
any event of national interest to be transmitted into homes throughout the country.
The advantage of microwave links is the
fact that communication can be achieved at
microwave frequencies with relatively less
transmitter power than would be required
for broadcast service. Dr. Hoadley illustrated this point by saying that where
a satisfactory short link can be achieved
with a small metallic reflector not more
than three feet in diameter and at the
outside for a longer distance not more
than eight feet, the same directional beam
obtained with ordinary radio would require
a reflector at least a mile in diameter.
The reason microwave boosters are
necessary to link television stations located
in cities is the fact that the short wave
they utilize is bounded by the horizon and
cannot travel over the curve of the earth's
surface. The microwave links have the
same horizon limitation so direct beams
must be provided at intervals to take the
television broadcast from its source to another broadcast point.
Continuing the discussion of horizon
limitation, Dr . Hoadley said that the
searchlight provides the closest analogy
to microwave transmission. Just as no
searchlight can bend over a mountain, for
instance, no microwave can jump it. If
hills are to be crossed a relay station must
be as the top point to pick up stations on
either side.

Release by the military of information
and the imagination of American industrial
designers will be the two determining factors in the use microwaves will be put to
in the postwar era, Dr. Hoadley pointed
out. Possible uses, he said, may be to increase the availability of radio-telephone
communication since this means of communication because of interference between
stations already has reached its peak of
use. It will be necessary to go to higher
and higher frequencies and to evolve new
schemes to get around this interference.
Another use will be the spanning of water
gaps by telephone companies to eliminate
costly and delicate sunken cables. In fact,
Dr. Hoadley added, a microwave relay
station can be set up at any point where it
will eliminate costly construction and
maintenance in carrying through telephone
poles and wires.
A use not entirely confined to the cornmunications field but one which will turn
the amazing war employment of radar into
a similar civilian use will be the protective
equipping of ships and planes so that fog
never again will hamper the movement of
either. The same technique which made it
possible for the American fleet in its first
great Pacific battle to pass midway between
the Japanese fleet at night and demolish it,
will make it possible for ships to enter
a port regardless of the extent of the pea
soup enveloping it. Never again will such
a disaster as that which occurred when
the Titanic hit an iceberg be a concern to
express ships crossing the Atlantic. Just
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RCA's New

Audio

Chanalyst
Tests Everything
from Microphones
to Multiple Speakers

iHE new 170-A Audio Chanalyst is a combination testing unit which includes the famous
Voltohmyst circuit, a new diode flat through the
audio range, a B.F.O. signal source, a gain calibrated amplifier, and speaker and line output
connections.
The various channels of the RCA Type 170-A
can be used independently or in unison to check

PZezde

I

-eate /0e.:6

caufaxl,

Test & Measuring Equipment, Dept. 97 -87J
Radio Corp. of America, Camden, N. J.
Please send the bulletin describing the new RCA 170 -A Audio

Chanalyst to:
Name

1

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

f1

DIO CO PORATION OF AMERICA
CAMDEN, N. J

In Canada:

Company

RADIOI

A pamphlet containing full description and
specifications of the 170-A Audio Chanalyst will
be sent gladly, on request.

RCA VICTOR DIVISION

Position
Street

all common defects in audio amplifiers and sound
systems. Polarity indication and a.c. can be determined instantly with the new electronic indicator, without danger of overload!

City
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RCA VICTOR COMPANY, LTD., MONTREAL
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beam is reflected from an object such as
the Palisades. He gave this demonstration
with a metallic sheet and again drew the
analogy to light which bounces off an
object in its path.

as our convoys today covered with their
radar screen know the location of every
ship in their area of the ocean, so peacetime ships will know the existence of
everything afloat in their vicinity without,
for instance, the intensive effort which the
iceberg patrol has had to carry out in
years past to spot the presence of these
hazards to shipping.
To illustrate his points Dr. Hoadley recently demonstrated a horn type radiator
which is analogous to the horn on a loudspeaker; a parabolic reflector analogous to
the searchlight, and a klystron oscillator
which incorporates the rhumbatron to produce high frequency oscillation. With the
klystron oscillator Dr. Hoadley transmitted
music from a transmitter to a receiver
and also showed how the microwave radio

WCEMA OFFICERS
Howard D. Thomas, Jr. General Manager of the Packard -Bell Company, Los
Angeles, has been elected to the Presidency
of the West Coast Electronic Manufacturer's Association, Los Angeles Council,
for 1945. The retiring President, H. L.
Hoffman, Hoffman Radio Corporation,
was elected to the Board of Directors.
Other officers elected were Lew Howard,
Peerless Electrical Products Company, Vice
President ; James L. Fouch, Universal

Howard D. Thomas, Jr.
!Microphone Company, Ltd., Treasurer.
Elected to the Board of Directors in
addition to Mr. Hoffman were D. A.
Marcus of Electronic Specialty Company,
Ashford M. Wood, Littelfuse, Inc., and
Clay F. Fisher of Radiation Products, Inc.

NEW APPOINTMENTS
Wiggins
Mr. A. M. Wiggins has been appointed
Chief Research Engineer at the ElectroVoice Corporation in South Bend, Indiana.
After having received his BS in Electrical Engineering at the Texas Technological
College in 1933 and his MS in E. E. at
the University of Texas in 1936, Mr. Wiggins was employed by the Seismic Explorations, Inc., Houston, Texas from 1937
A. M.

ELECTRON TUBES
VV.
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TRANSMITTING TUBES SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES
CATHODE RAY TUBES RECEIVING TUBES
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A. M. Wiggins

Y O R K

to 1941. In 1942, he served in the Research
Dept. of the RCA Manufacturing Co., in
Camden, and later went to the RCA Lab-
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POSTWAR
LOUD SPEAKER?

if you are going to use it on a submarine. But don't expect all Jensen
pos:war loud speakers to look like this.
This one was designed especially to be
used on submarines and to withstand
the terrific pressure of fathoms of deep
sea water and the explosive concussion
of depth charges.
Just the same, Jensen Engineers and
factory have learned plenty in the process of designing this and many other
YES,

specialized speakers for front line operations. Jensen postwar speakers will
reflect this experience in the most extensive and improved line of loud speakers
ever known. More than ever before,
every buyer and user of a loud speaker
will find positive assurance of the most
advanced art in Jensen products. Intensive specialization for more than 15
years is one good reason for that . . .
Jensen alone can claim that distinction.

engen

RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
S. Laramie Ave., Chicago 38, U.SA.

6601

and
RADIO
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oratories in Princeton, New Jersey, where
he remained until the present time.
Mr. Wiggins' invaluable background in
the design of microphones and accoustic
devices will be utilized in the research
laboratories of the Electro -Voice Corporation, where rapid strides are being made
in the design and development of all types
of microphones.

residence and his home at West Mystic,
Connecticut.

Motion
Dr. Bennett S. Ellefson has been appointed Assistant to the Vice President in
charge of Engineering, Sylvania Electric
Products Incorporated. His office is located
Dr. Bennett S.

Thomas A. White

SM Fractional H.P.

Motors for blower,
band switching, turntable, and other

radio applications.

You

can get a SM motor engi-

neered and precision -built to your
exact job specifications to give you

maximum power per ounce of weight
and per inch of space, long life and
dependable performance. From
1 /10th to 1 /200th H.P. Speeds from
3,000 to 20,000 R.P.M. Voltage
from 6 to 220 AC -DC. SM motors
are built of quality materials in a
plant with facilities for large volume
production. Many thousands have
been designed and built for signal
corps and military aircraft use. What
are your requirements?

Jensen Radio Manufacturing Company,
well -known manufacturers of loud speakers
and acoustic equipment of this city, announced today over the signature of Mr. A.
Leslie Oliver, chairman of the board, the
appointment of Thomas A. White as president and general manager to succeed W.
E. Maxon, retired.
Mr. White who is well known throughout radio and electronic circles, acquired
an interest in the company he now heads
in 1928, shortly after its organization,
becoming sales manager. On January 1,
1940 he was elected to the position of vicepresident. Under his sales direction the
Jensen company has pioneered many loud
speaker innovations and has forged ahead
to a position of undisputed leadership in
the acoustic field.
Mr. Maxson's resignation was accepted
in compliance with his request for retirement after completing fifteen years of
service with the Jensen company. He
became manager in 1930 and was elected to
the office of president and general manages on January 1, 1940. Mr. Maxson
will remain on the board of directors and
announces he will retain his Chicago

a
Dr. Bennett S. Elletson

at Sylvania Center, Bayside, Long Island.
Associated with the company since 1937,
Dr. Ellefson has specialized in research on
fluorescent screens, special uses of glass,
fluorescent powder for cathode ray
tubes and specialized war products. He

o
The Publishers of
Announce the Launching of it New
Technical Monthly

CQ

JANUARY

1st ISSUE
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The Radio Amateurs Journal

Covering All Phases of
Amateur Radio,
Communications,
Equipment is Techniques
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES:
12 issues $2.50

24
36

"

"

4.00
5.00

& Pose.
$3.50 per yr. elsewhere
he t7.á.,1.

NOT FOR SALE
ON NEWSSTANDS

ORDER YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
DIRECT FROM
Dept. 36 -1308 ELSTON

AVE., CHICAGO 22, ILL.

Manufacturers of special small universal,
fractional H. P. motors, dynamotor', shaded
pole motors, healer motors, generators.

Design
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RADIO MAGAZINES, INC.
342 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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There are hundreds of products on drawing boards today that will
do a better job at lower cost with the right electrical control apparatus. The problem is: precisely what apparatus?
That is where the Automatic Electric field engineer can help. He is
a specialist in electrical control, backed by an organization that
offers this three -point service:
1. Technical advice by experienced field engineers, who know
the "how" and "why" of control technique.
2. A complete range of relays, stepping switches and other control units- time -proved products readily adapted to your needs.
3. A design and manufacturing service for complete engineered
assemblies.
Ask our field engineer for a copy of our catalog of control devices.
He will be glad to show you how they can serve you.

Here are jobs that can be done easier

and better with Automatic Electric

control devices:
Automatic Selection and Switching of
Time, Temperature and Se-

Circuits

quence Control
izing

Counting and Total-

Inspection and Sorting Operations

All Types of Electrical and Electronic
Control.

AND OTHER

CONTROL DEVICES

AUTOMATIC
V7'
ELECTRIC
PARTS
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Canada: Automatic Electric
(Canada) Limited, Toronto
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holds a number of United States and
foreign patents on fluorescent materials
and glass, including certain special war
products.
Prior to joining Sylvania, Dr. Ellefson
conducted important research on industrial
chemical processes. He is a member of the
Institute of Radio Engineers, the American
Society for the Advancement of Science,
the American Chemical Society, the
American Ceramic Society. Phi Kappa Phi
and Sigma XI. A native of Canby, Minnesota, he holds a B. A. from St. Olaf College, M. S. from the University of Minnesota and Ph. D. from Pennsylvania State
College.
K. C.

Bureaw

K. C. Burcaw has been appointed sales
manager of the Cornell -Dubilier Electric

CONCORD
RADIO

CORPORATION'S
e/v6C11

"SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT"

HARD-TO-FIND

ELECTRONIC
RADIO AND
COMPONENTS
16

pages crowded with

listings and

Corporation, Jobber Division. Mr. Burcaw
brings to his new position a wealth of
sales experience.
In 1924, Mr. Burcaw together with Mr.
Wildberg, incorporated the Radiart Company. After that he represented them in the
Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky, Chicago territory. In 1934, he returned to Cleveland
to create a Radio Jobber Division for the
Radiart Corporation. And as Sales Manager he not only sent sales volume to new
highs. but was also instrumental in making
the Radiart line an important factor in the
jobber field.
Mr. Burcaw is now rounding out plans
which will bring to his work at C -D the
same intensive selling and aggressive merchandising that marked his successful
years at Radiart. Between jobber calls he

E. C. Burcaw

intends to continue his aviation and "ham"
hobbies. He holds the rank of flight officer
in the Civil Air Patrol and is the communications officer of his squadron. He
has taken part in numerous plane -to- ground
two way radio experiments.
Max E. Marken

Max E. Markell, for the past four years
chief of the vacuum tube section of the

descriptions of such wartime essentials as...

METERS
RESISTORS
SWITCHES
SPEAKERS

RELAYS...

and

VOLUME CONTROLS
TEST ACCESSORIES
TRANSFORMERS
RHEOSTATS
hundreds of others!

Each page overflows with critical parts
and equipment . . . urgently needed by
industry, laboratories, government agencies, training schools, radio servicemen,
military services, etc. Everything is the
product of a leading American manufacturer. All are first quality. And all are
marked at prices typical of startling Concord values! Hurry! Our edition of these
supplements is moving fast. And, since
all items are subject to prior sale, we suggest that you wait no longer. Send for
your FREE copy today!
coupon...and we will send you the new
16-page Supplement by the fastest possible means.

Rush this
.

DEPENDABLE
SERVICE
LONGER LIFE

I
1

I
1

I

CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION
901 W. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago 7. Ill. Dept.

No. F-15

Please rush me the new 16 -page "Special
Supplement" by Concord Radio Corp
NAIS..._---._
ADDRESS.__»

_...._....._..»_._._..

__.._

CITY.....___.._.

.__ __._

SOCKET AND

STATE.

CONCORD RADIOCORPORATION
L[4j
101 W.

t

e

íf4'.á i4'

CHICAGO
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Jackson $Ivd.
7.

ILL.

US Peachtree Sheet
ATLANTA

Drake No. 50N NEON Jewel Min. Bayonet Assembly is
ideal where a distinct signal is required and observer is
directly in front of instrument panel. Its '/z" smooth dear
jewel magnifies and intensifies the illumination from the
Neon lamp. Red glass jewel can also be supplied. The
No. 51N (without jewel) is applicable where 180° visibility is desirable. Both units have built -in resistors for
NE51 Neon Lamps operating on standard 105 to 125
volt circuits. These rugged units offer BIG savings in
power (1/25 watt), long life (3000 hours), wide voltage
range, and great reliability.

7.

GA.

JEWEL LIGHT

ASSEMBLIES

DRAKE MANUFACTURING CO.
1713 WEST HUBBARD ST., CHICAGO 22, U.S.A.
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"COIL? ALBION CAN SHIP YOU ALL
THE COILS YOU NEED."

r
SUPER -QUALITY

COILS AT REASONABLE PRICES

More and more every day, the industry is turning to Albion
fcr fast, quality and quantity production of coils, chokes,
and transformers. That's because here you benefit from
the unbeatable combination of management "know how,"
skilled workmanship, streamlined facilities, and central
location. Your requirements will be given prompt and
thoughtful attention.
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AND TRANSMITTING COILS AND CHOKE
I. F. TRANSFORMERS
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U. S. Signal Corps at Camp Evans, has
joined RCA's Tube and Equipment organization as a specialist on industrial tube
applications, according to an announcement by L. W. Teegarden, General Manager of the RCA Tube and Equipment
Mr. Markell will work under the direction of L. S. Thees, Manager of RCA's
Equipment Tube Section at the Company's
Harrison, New Jersey plant. He will
specialize on tube applications for industrial
dielectric and induction heating equipment.
Mr. Markell, well known in the industry
as technical advisor to the Officer In Charge
of Production at Camp Evans, was graduated from the University of Michigan
with an engineering degree. He has served
as engineer for stations WHN, WNEW
and WHOM in New York, and later as
an engineer on radio receiver design for
the Interstate Broadcasting Company.
Dr. Donald B. Sinclair

OTHER (AYO

IT WIl1T'l, HE
LONG, N IlW
e e

Soon, yes, and probably sooner,
you'll see those "New Item" Aerovox cartons back on your jobber's
shelves. There'll be many new
items, new developments, new refinements in Aerovox capacitors
because of wartime experience.
And of course there'll be the good
old standbys again-types Uncle
Sam rounded up for the urgent
needs of our fighting men.
Yes, it won't be long now. The
moment Uncle Sam releases the
gigantic Aerovox production facilities, you can begin counting once
more on just the types you need in
place of wartime "Victory" substitutes.

The General Radio Company announces
the appointment of Dr. Donald B. Sinclair
as Assistant Chief Engineer in charge of
circuit development.
Dr. Sinclair was born in Winnipeg, Manitoba, in 1910. He attended the University
of Manitoba from 1926 to 1929. He received
the degree of S. B. from the Massachusetts
Institute or Technology in 1931, S. M. in
1932, and Sc. D. in 1935. Prior to joining
the General Radio engineering staff in 1936.
he was a Research Assistant at M. I. T.
from 1932 to 1935, and a Research Associate in 1935 and 1936. Dr. Sinclair is a
member of Sigma Xi and a Fellow of the
Institute of Radio Engineers.

..

.

Consult him about your immediate and future
requirements. Ask for latest catalog --or
write us direct.

B.

Sinclair

The Hallicrafters Company, Chicago.
producer of high frequency radio war
equipment, recently appointed Charles
Knoblauch superintendent of the firm's
Clearing plant.
Knoblauch, formerly assistatnt superintendent of Hallicrafters' 26th street
plant, has been with the company for
more than six years. He has been engaged
in radio production work for the past
seventeen years.

DUllYRÉLArs
PROVIDE DELAYS RANGING
FROM 1 TO 120 SECONDS
Other important features include:

-

Compensated for ambient temperature
changes from -40° to 110 °F.
1.

2. Contact ratings up to 115V-10a AC.
3. Hermetically sealed

See Our Jobber

Dr. Donald

Charles Knoblauch

-

not affected by altitude, moisture or other climate changes .
Explosion -proof.
4. Octal radio base

for easy replacement.

5. Compact, light, rugged, inexpensive.

with
porcelain
heater

6. Circuits available: SPST Normally Open;
SPST Normally Closed.

WHAT'S YOUR PROBLEM? Send for "Special Problem Sheet" and Descriptive
Bulletin.

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED
AEROVOX CORP

,

NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U. S. A.

In Canada AEROVOX CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT.

Export: 13 E. 40 ST..
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NEW YORK

AMPERITE CO.
In

561

BROADWAY

NEW YORK 12, N. Y.

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd.
560 King St. W., Toronto

with heater wound
directly on blode

16, N.Y. Cable:'ARLAB'
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...Hardly had
man learned

to fly than

he began to

feel the urgency of the
need to communicate between ground
and plane.

One

of the first successful attempts in such two -way

contact was accomplished with equipment designed
and manufactured by Connecticut Telephone & Electric.
Since the early days of the telephone, our people have

been identified with progress in communications.Today

the principles of communications have applications

of the greatest importance to industry, in connection
with product development and production control.

Our developmental engineers also have much to
offer to industrial executives seeking to produce a
better product at lower cost. If our engineering and

production facilities might tie in with your plans, we
shall be happy indeed to talk with you.

1.111101011111.1.ti,1

f
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Radio headsets are one of C.

-.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE
& ELECTRIC DIVISION

a E.

Division's contributions to aviation
communications iii World Wa-Li.

GREAT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, INC.

v1
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SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT

ELECTRONIC

HOSPITAL AND SCHOOL COMIGNITION SYSTEMS
MUNICATIONS AND SIGNALLING SYSTEMS
DEVICES
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NEW PRODUCTS
[Continued from page 41]

American War Standard Meters
in all different ranges
microamme-

-

tors, milliammeters, ammeters, voltmeters,
db. meters, portable instruments, etc.

Illustrated is the Weston Model. 301, just
one example of the wide variety of famous make meters available at HARVEY'S.

Mica Capacitors with 27.. 5 %. 10%,
or 20% tolerance to American War
Standards. Also in stock ore oil and electrolytic condensers.

Precision carbon or wire

wound resistors.

10 and 50 -watt ceramic sockets.
and huu..reds of other
and electronic
cs tticai radio
co

rheostats formed of carbon disc piles. Sim;
ply by changing the pressure applied to
these piles, every possible resistance value
within their range is made available without opening the electrical circuits in which
they are connected. The pressure to vary
the resistance to the most critical adjustment may be applied electrically, mechanically, centrifugally or hydraulically. Uses
range from both generator and line voltage
regulator applications to remarkable speed
control through governed field current on
motors. Many other projects incorporating the Carbon Pile Resistor are now in
the development stage.
Stackpole regularly supplies Carbon
Piles in practically any length pile and diameter required.
Available resistance
ranges have been materially expanded, and
a greater degree of resistance variation
may now be obtained in a pile of given
size. Careful engineering control of manufacture assures a high degree of uniformity on a quantity production basis.
Typically, a Carbon Disc Pile l%" long
composed of discs .432" in diameter permits a resistance range of from 60 ohms
with 1 oz. pressure to .3 ohms at 32 lbs.
pressure. Bulletin giving complete engineering data will be sent on request to the
manufacturer.
CENTER

CONTACT

Center Contact, a patented plate construction in metal -plate rectifiers which
allows complete coating protection against
destructive atmospheres, is available in
units now being manufactured by Selenium
Rectifier Products, Federal Telephone and
Radio Corporation, Newark, New Jersey.
Developed especially for use in equipment being manufactured for the Army

... cutters,

jewel

points,

and pick -ups preferred by broadcasting stations and recording studios.
This merchandise available with suitable

priority. Write,phone: LOngacre

3 -1800

TIT

T
TT7T
RADIO COMPANY

IL

V

h

103 WEST 43rd ST., NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

with greater
sensitivity & range
before
accomplished

PATS. APP. FOR

TECH LAB MICROHMMETER
. . . gives direct and instantaneous
readings of resistance values down to

5 microhms and up to 1,000,000 megohms. Accuracy in all measurements to
better than 2` , Output is sufficient to
drive recorder. Entirely AC operated.
Furnished in two models. Reasonably
.

r

prompt deliveries. For complete data
regarding other applications write for
Bulletin No. 432.

HARVEY is the complete radio and lectronic supplier. Locating hordto -find parts is
but one of our many plus -services. We are
prepared fo answer your technical questions
to advise you about priorities. Fast deliveries to any point in the United States.

ment

QUANTITIES

RECTIFIER

ponents.

HARVEY also carries distinguished AUDAK equip-

MEASURES

and Navy, this type of construction permits
a new method of applying protective coatings to metal -plate rectifiers. Where the
standard petal contact is sprayed with a
protective coating, Center Contact is especially adapted to the application of a
heavier and better coating to protect the
rectifier from fungus-bearing, salt spray
laden or corrosive atmospheres. In such
applications, the metal plate rectifiers are
necessary as other types of rectifiers cannot be completely protected against such
destructive conditions.
The Center Contact construction is available in the same range of sizes and capacities as the standard petal -type contact.
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M A C TUBES

Pan American World Airways, which has done
so much to advance the war -time goals of the
nation, has just announced a plan for a new
service to South America. Employing a fleet of
stratosphere planes, carrying 108 passengers,
flying at more than three hundred miles an hour,
Pan American proposes to take travelers from
New York to Rio de Janiero in less than twenty
hours instead of the present sixty - six hours,
charging $175 for the trip, as against the cur-

rent rate of $491.

Pan American Airways and all its associated
and affiliated companies, which comprise the
P. A. A.World System, have been using Eimac
tubes in the key sockets of all ground stations for a number of years.
Because of the extensive operations of
Pan American World Airways, these tubes
have been subjected to about every test possible altitudes; ground level; extremely
cold climates and high temperatures found
at the equator; conditions of high and low
humidity; and in some instances, when new
bases are being built, perhaps somewhat try-

Final cmplificr of typical F A. A.
ground station sF.owing Eimac
2001T rube. Eims c Vacuum Con
den.:rsarc Eimac RX 21 rectifiers.

-

ing power conditions. The high regard
which P. A. A. engineers have for Eimac
tubes is clearly evidenced by their continued
and more extensive use, as the years roll by.
The fact that Eimac tubes are the number
one favorite of the commercial airlines is
important evidence to substantiate the oft
repeated statement that "Eimac tubes are
first choice of leading electronic engineers
throughout the world."
Follow the leaders to

Ir'ritr for your ropy of Electronic Telesis -a 64 page book.
let

fully illustrated- covering
of Electronics

fundamentals

and many of its important
applications. Written in lay

1

man's language.

EITEL- McCULLOUGH, INC., 947 San Mateo Ave., SAN BRUNO, CALIF.

PIANTS LOCATED AT: SAN BRUNO, CALIFORNIA AND SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

Export Agents: FRAZAR & HANSEN, 301 Clay Street, San Francisco, California,
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Take

TURRET TERMINAL
LIKE T

It retains the features of high voltage per
plate, ability to withstand heavy temporary
overloads and operates at high efficiency
over a wide range of capacities with no
maintenance expense.

LUG

CARTER HAND GENERATOR

Swage

it to

A one -man hand generator delivering
about 40 watts has been released by
Carter Motor Company. 1608 Milwaukee
Avenue, Chicago, it was announced by
Robert W. Carter, Managing Director of
the firm.
It is developed around the original
Carter magmotor, and is a unit with
permanent magnet fields which save about
10 -watts of primary power usually associated with the hand generator type of
rotary equipment. The generator provides
8 volts DC at 5 amperes for charging
batteries, where other charging apparatus
is not available.

eT

LIKE

And in a jiffy you have

a good, firm Turret Terminal
It's as simple as that with these heavily silver
plated C. T. C. Turret Terminal Lugs. Quick
soldering, too. Sufficient metal is used to give
them strength but there's no surplus metal to
draw heat and increase soldering time.
C. T. C. Turret Terminal Lugs are stocked to
meet a wide range of board thicknesses. Order

them from

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION
454 CONCORD AVENUE

CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS

One man, seated on the seat which folds
up when not in use, turns two cranks (of
special construction to prohibit their being
detached through anti -axial strains) which
are immediately demountable with no
tools required. Drive is by means of a
gear train, one of which is bakelite to
create a smoother and quieter operating
unit.
The hand generator is moisture -proof
and the shafts of the crank handles are
sealed and the unit is completely enclosed.
Output is to two terminals to which the
charging line is connected. A chain suspended between the legs prevents collapse
when the unit is set up. Because of the use
to which the generator is intended, no
filters are included. Neither is a meter
provided since the batteries are not capable
of being over -charged by turning the

Cinaudagraph speakers, Ine.
3911

" c/fi
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S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago

i 4 .9/iea/e4 Glade

>rin

cranks.
While the units are now being manufactured only for the Military and allied
services, a wide range of peace -time consumers are expected, among which are
field expeditions, yachtsmen (to charge
their ship's batteries), remote radio stations,
farmers and ranchers, it was stated.

%.
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CAPACITOR CATALOG

ail "hie No/dd ..

To provide designers, experimental engineers, and production executives with
a practical, working selection of ceramic
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HERE'S MORE DOPE ON BRIDGEPORT:
After V -Day, the same personnel that meet the most
exacting military specifications and the same capacity
that enables Bridgeport to
produce search coils and
variometers in the quantities necessary for ourArmed
Forces will be your assurance of quality and service.

Br_dgeport's central lccatioZ right near the csnter
o f population, gives yot fast,
trunk line service tc fny
poirt in America. Write to
us ^ODAY to insure sarly
postwar delivery of R F.
coils and chokes, I. F. transformers and transmitting
coils and chokes.

BRIDGEPORT
MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

Bridgeport, Illinois

R. F. Chokes
I. F. Tranrsfarre-s
Coils
Transmitting Coil;
Transmittinç Chokes

R. F.
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SIGMA SENSITIVE RELAYS

capacitors, the Electrical Reactance Corp.
of Franklinville, N. Y., have prepared a
handbook that contains 81 standard rating
ceramic capacitor samples.
In addition to actual working samples,
this catalog includes plant illustrations
which show the manufacturing processes
and testing methods including the application of solid silver for condenser plates,
which the manufacturer claims is nonageing, non -corrosive and maintains excellent conductivity. An A. S. A. Color Code
included in this handbook makes its reference value complete.
MICARTA 444

Designed by

f.rthur T. Halton .\ l'o
of lia rl fun. Costa.

This Electronic

Motor Controller

employs Sigma
Relays in pre adjusted tuning

circuits.

A new Westinghouse plastic, known as
Micarta 444, combines the desirable molding properties of thermoplastic materials
and the good physical characteristics of
thermosetting materials. A modification
of the resin in standard Micarta causes the
substance to soften when hot, as do thermoplastic materials, but at a much higher
temperature, about 300 degrees F, which
is far above the service range. Thus the
new Micarta can be heated and pressed
into deep -drawn and complicated shapes.
The pressures are lower -about 50 to 100
pounds -and the times much shorter than
required for curing of thermosetting resins.
Dies can he made of hard wood or of
thermosetting laminates. This makes the
manufacture of a relatively small number
of parts from a single die economical as
the cost of these parts is not loaded with
tln

Ililrilnrtrll

I\I1I'n-iV1 Ilil

When cool the product has the good
strength and freedom from embrittlement
characteristic of many thermosetting materials. Used in aircraft for nonstructural
and semistructural members, a weight
saving of some 50 percent over a comparable
volume of metal has been achieved. In
addition, a considerable saving in man
hours of labor has been made. In one particular operation, a single sheet of formed
Micatra replaced an airplane part formed
of four separate pieces of aluminum. The
aluminum sections were welded together.
Forty inches of weld were saved which
contributed to the one and one-fourth man
hours required for the aluminum part. The
formed Micarta part requires 19 minutes
to produce and weight but half as much.
These savings indicate the possibilities
afforded by the material in applications
where good insulating qualities, high impact
strength, and good thermal stability are
required.
CORRECTION

We regret that the three cuts used to
illustrate the item regarding inverted
triode applications, appearing in the
Technicana section of the December.
1944 issue, were not the proper one.,
for this article. They were intended te.
illustrate the item on the effect of high
temperature solders on copper wire, at,
pearing on page 68 of this issue.
We extend our apologies to our
aril r< :out to

ins I11c1l1.

Applied to a stationary motor, it

provides reliable

DX fIRST!

control from an
overhead crane...
by way of a beam
of light.

Many similar installations are successfully operating
today ... have you
a problem which
requires positive
control?

For more than a

year DX Crystals

have been automatically deepetched by

a

new process. Both

the method and machines were

perfected

by DX

Engineers so

that all DX Xtols can have the
nth degree of stability and en-

durance necessary to wartime

Perhaps Sigma Relays
will help you solve a
difficult control problem.

operation.
Think about DX Products for your

new receivers and transmitters.
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BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
Exploring and inventing, devising and perfecting for our Armed Forces
at war and for continued improvements and economies in your telephone service
RESEARCH, in the Bell Telephone System, has always been an expanding
activity, growing with the scientific
knowledge of the times and contributing to that knowledge. Upon it have
been based important inventions and
developments.
The telephone, itself, was invented
in the laboratory where Alexander
Graham Bell was carrying on researches in speech and hearing and
laying the foundation for the electrical transmission of speech. As time
went on the telephone research program expanded to cover every science
which gives any promise of improved
telephony and every engineering art
which applies to the development, construction, installation and operation of
telephone facilities.
These researches and development
studies now cover electrical communication of speech-both by wire and
by radio -the transmission of pictures

(television) -and many important
projects for war.

There Is No End to Progress
Every new research gives rise to
new inventions and to new lines for
development and design. New inven-

tions indicate new lines for more
research. Research and development
work, invention and design go hand
in hand. In the early years, this work
was carried in part by the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company
and in part by the Western Electric
Company, the manufacturing unit of
the Bell System.
For many years, however, this work
has been assigned to a specialized unit,
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Theirs is the responsibility
for the technical future of the industry. They carry their developments
from the first faint glimmerings which
basic researches disclose to the final
design of equipment and the preparation of specifications for its manufac-

ture. And after manufacture and
installation, they follow their products

in operation; and continue development work to devise still more perfect

equipment, less expensive, more convenient and of longer useful life.
These policies and procedures of
Bell Telephone Laboratories are distinguished by two characteristics. In
the first place the Laboratories design
for service. The consideration is not
the profit of a manufacturer through
first sales and replacement models but
the production of equipment which
will give the best service at the lowest
annual cost when all factors are considered, such as first cost, maintenance,
operation, and obsolescence. The Laboratories make no profit and the equipment they design is owned and used by
the telephone companies; and the emphasis is upon that use.

Organized Co- ordinated Research
In the second place the Laboratories
design always with reference to the
complete communication system in
which the particular equipment is to
play a part.
Reliable, economical telephone service, which is the product of its efforts,
is not so much an assemblage of excellent apparatus as it is an excellent assembly of co-ordinated equipment-all
designed to work together reliably and
economically for a larger purpose.
It is not enough that Bell Laboratories shall design a new piece of electronic equipment which has merit or
a new cable or telephone receiver.
They must design with reference to
all the other parts of the communication system so that the co-ordinated
whole will give the best possible service.

4600 People in Bell Laboratories
Bell Laboratories contributions to
the Armed Forces derived in large
part from the technical background
that the Laboratories had acquired
through their steadily maintained program of research. The Laboratories
had special knowledge, skill and techniqu'es which could instantly be diverted to war problems.
At the time of Pearl Harbor, over
a quarter of the 4600 people in the

Laboratories had twenty or more years
of service. This breadth of background
made possible many engineering de.
velopments outside the strict field of
communication and these have been
of value to the Armed Forces. So far
the Armed Forces and the O.S.R.D.
have engaged the Laboratories on over
a thousand major projects. The majority of these assignments have been
completed; and have contributed to
our victories on many fronts.
Most of the Laboratories developments, of course, have been in the

field of electrical communication.
Communication, not simply between
individuals as in ordinary telephony,
but between mechanisms -as in the
electrical gun director. The Laboratories techniques and electronic researches
have produced many secret weapons
for our country's Armed Forces.

Leader in Electronic Development
For those problems the Laboratories
had a remarkable background of experiences in research and development. In World War I, they pioneered
by developing radio telephone systems
for talking between planes and between
planes and ground stations. They also
contributed methods and devices for
locating enemy planes, submarines,
and artillery.
In this war, Bell Laboratories have
pioneered in the field of electronics.
The Western Electric Company, which
manufactures the designs of the Laboratories, is the largest producer of
electronic and other war communication equipment in the United States
and is now engaged almost exclusively
in the manufacture of this equipment.
In war, Bell Telephone Laboratories
devote their work to the needs of our
Armed Forces. In peace, they are constantly exploring and inventing, devising and perfecting for continued
improvements and economies in telephone service. Centralized research is
one of the reasons this country has
always had "the most telephone service and the best at the least cost to
the public."

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
1L, .
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erating frequency, as radiation efficiency may be greatly reduced by this
condition. Although it has been found
generally advisable to select a building
as tall as possible relative to other
buildings, certain factors sometimes
arise, especially in buildings of several
hundred feet in height, that cause

PLANT NO.1

DUSTLESSTOWN, OHIO
It's the little thing. that

temtxrature controlled; why every step
in their mass production is protected.
As a result Triplett Instruments perform
better, last longer and render greater

loons biggest
in the manufacture of delicate electrical

measuring instruments. Little things like
specks of dust or breath condensation can
play havoc with accuracy. That's why
Triplett Instruments are made in spotless manufacturing departments why the
air is washed clean, de- humidified and

service value.

Extra care in our work puts
Extra Value in your Triplett

;

Instrument.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. Bit FETON.

TWO BOOKS EVERY ENGINEER NEEDS

THE CATHODE -RAY TUBE
AT WORK by John F. Rider
The cathode -ray tube is the most universally used device
for research, engineering and maintenance in the radio and
electrical fields.
In using this device to its fullest capabilities, it is necessary
to understand its theory and functioning. This book presents
a complete explanation of the various types and what role
each element within the device plays. Different types of
cathode -ray oscillographs are discussed.

More than half the book is devoted to the practical applications illustrated with unretouched photographs of actual
oscillogrophs.
338 PAGES

.

.

.

450 ILLUSTRATIONS

.

.

.

$4.00

A -C CALCULATION CHARTS
This book is a tremendous time saver for engineers and
others who work on electrical communication and electrical
power problems. Faster than a slide rule. It covers all alternating current calculations in series circuits, parallel circuits,
series- parallel and mesh circuits, at frequencies from 10
cycles to 1000 megacycles. 146 Charts
x 11"-Two
colors 57.50.

-7"

-

JOHN

F.

RIDER Publisher, Inc.

404 Fourth Avenue, New York
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ing R = 250 K, k is about .18, thus
R1 is approximately 45 K. Referring
3.1%
back to Fig. 3, we find that P
so that a gain of 32.2 is necessary to
overcome network loss. If it is desired
to set the oscillator to exactly 1000 cps

=
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MILITARY RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
Today the allied military radio equipments represent the "tops" in
engineering design. Progress from the spark transmitter of World War 1
to present-day equipment is, indeed, a far cry. Taking up where they
left off December 7,1941, Universal Engineers, with their added experience with precision military equipment, shall produce for the public,
electronic devices not of fantastic design but of proven utility and
quality.
After Victory is ours, radio amateurs, affectionately known as "hams,"
will be back after their experience with military radio equipment with
an even greater desire to operate their own "rigs." It will be then that
Universal will again have Microphones and recording components
available on dealers' shelves.
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Portfolio. Contains over a dozen pictures suitable for office, den, or hobby room. Write for
your "Portfolio" today.
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Ri would be a rheostat set to the
correct value.
For a second example, suppose we
have a three gang insulated shaft condenser, 350 mmf maximum and 35 mmf
minimum per section. It is desired to
build a 5 kc to 50 kc oscillator. Referring to the nomograph we find X. to
be 93 K. Using R = 200 K and Ri a
25 K rheostat our network would be
complete. With C set for maximum
capacitance Ri would be about 15 K.
The frequency range of the oscillator
could be changed to 4 kc to 40 kc by
merely changing Ri.
In order to get a good sine wave
from this type oscillator, the overall
gain should be slightly over unity.
Thus when the attenuation of the network varies the gain must be controlled. This can be done with a
manual control, degeneration from an
unbypassed cathode resistor, or by a
suitable automatic gain control. The
attenuation of the network does not
vary when the three condensers are
changed together in a gang. The gain
needs readjustment only when k is
then

" SURCO AMERICAN"

Plastic Insulation

?Jai eavut OHO
v43444. dpzeikalio.fra
You need only to list your specifica-

tions to obtain exactly the qualities
you require in "Surco- American" Flexible Plastic Tubing. Our own formulations, are rigidly tested to withstand
the widest range of conditions, temperature extremes, non inflammability,
ageless durability, maximum flexibility;
proof against moisture and all kinds
of weather. Available in continuous
lengths, inside diameters from .005 to
2", packed exclusively to maintain
original round form. Other features
of "Surco- American" formulations are
non fogging, high insulating resistance,
dielectric strength which averages 1500
volts per mil. thickness, resistant to
abrasion, clear and in all colors.
"Surco- American" tested products also
include: flexible plastic insulated wire
in all colors and sizes, insulating tape,
special tubing and wire. Complete

technical data.

/Pip
ELECTRICAL INSULATION CO,

YeptI.
84
BOSTON

64

PURCHASE ST.

MASS.

changed.
All the calculations in this paper are
based on the assumption that the 180°
phase shift is in the network. Considering that the phase shift in the plate and
grid circuits are negligible is permissible in this case.
A typical circuit is given in Fig. lb.
The 10K rheostat in the cathode of the
tube is the degeneration control. Frequencies from 0.8 cps to 860 kcs were
observed.

from the information given on the drawing or associated specifications. The
designer should therefore consider the

drawings from the manufacturers point
of view. He should mentally go through
the process of building the part ,from
start to finish, not forgetting such
problems as inspection or testing. If
after doing this no points need clarification it is safe to assume the drawings
*to be complete.

To cover thoroughly the specification
of component parts would require a
small -sized book on the subject. In order to simplify the problem, a series of
five tables which indicate the desired

specifications for a particular type of
electronic equipment have been prepared. Such tables, of course, can only
serve as a guide since it is obviously
unnecessary to specify each item mentioned. However, unless each item
shown is considered carefully the
chances of inadvertently omitting one
is very great.

Tests
The measurement of component parts
has been thoroughly covered in the
literature as to methods,' so no detailed discussion will be given at this
time. But it is important as mentioned
previously, that every detail shown on
the drawing or specification be checked
and a record made of the results. All
test conditions, particularly electrical,
should be noted, such as temperature,
humidity, voltage, frequency, circuit
parameters, etc. Without complete records as to the conditions of test the
results are of little value so do not trust
to memory.

Conclusion

SPECIFICATIONS
[Continued from page 33]

gineering approved sample." This has
advantages in that an actual sample
may be used for calibration of the suppliers test equipment, however, through
constant handling the approved sample
is often damaged and could result in the
supplier unknowingly building inferior
parts.
In order to distinguish parts made
by different manufacturers it is standard
practice to assign a code letter or number to each supplier. All drawings,
where applicable, should include a note
to the effect that this identification is
to be plainly marked on each component. Such a system is an aid in checking
the source of supply of a defective part.
The main thought to keep in mind is
that the supplier must produce his parts

In conclusion let us summarize briefly
the technique of component specification.
1. Give only pertinent data on construction.
2. Specify as wide tolerances as permissible.
3. Specify electrical performance in
as simple a manner as possible.
4. Indicate methods of testing where
required.
5. Mentally fabricate the part from
the information on the drawing or
specification.
"Measurements in Radio Engineering-

Terman- McGraw -Hill Book
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Stupakoff ceramics were used as heater itsu:ators in
the first A. C. radio tube. Developments in the electronic
industry have necessitated constant changes i1 insulator
specifications in order to retain proper tube cha_a teristics.

Stupakofí engineering and research has kept pace
with this progressive industry and today, as always, is
quipped to produce the finest obtainable radio grace insulators. Vastly increased production facilities assure an
unending flow of precision made ceramics to your production lines. Write today for engineering assistalm in developing correct insulation for your product.
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War Bonds
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Modern Aircraft Radio-W. E. Jackson
National Safety News-October 1935: also
published in Shell Aviation News -Feb.
1936, and Revista de Aeronautica -April

BIBLIOGRAPHY
[Continued front page 35]

1936.

--

Landing Beam H. Diamond and F. W.
Research Paper RP -1006,
Dunmore
(Jrnl. of Research of the National Bureau
of Standards-Vol. 19, July 1937) -Published by Department of Commerce -Bureau of Standards.

One model is available for
phase monitoring with directional antenna systems. Easy
to install and adjust. Results

more constant and
installation and maintenance
much simpler than with other
sampling methods.
Another model is widely used
for remote metering, giving
antenna current at the antenna
instead of at the transmitter.
are

Write

today

information and

for

more

prices.

Radio Approach System Assists Airmen
to Land Under Low Ceilings -Air Commerce Bulletin -Vol. 5, #7, Jan. 15, 1934,
Page 165.

1933,

Ake

-

Performance Tests of Radio System of
H. Diamond-Research
Landing Aids
Paper RP -602 (Reprint of Jrnl. of Research of the National Bureau of Standards-Vol. 11, October 1933) Published
by Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Standards.

F.

Johnson

Co.

Waseca. Minn
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Race Against Death with
Blind Flying
Only Dials to Guide You-Assen Jordanoff-Popular Science-Vol. 117, Nov. 1930,
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ENGINEERS

A Radio Beacon and Receiving System for

Are you making plans to(lay for your position of
tomorrow? We have a definite postwar program in
home radio and have openings for several engineers
with prewar experience in
complete design of home
allwave receivers. Write
personnel Manager
MAGUIRE INDUSTRIES, INC.
Electronics Division
342 W. Putnam Ave., Greenwich, Conn.

WANTED
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
Mechanical and electrical. Graduate or
equivalent training. Required for defollowing
the
in
work
velopment
branches:
1. Electro- mechanical devices, communication systems. Must be interested
in development and familiar with
magnetic circuits.
2. Measuring and control instruments.
Background should be in electrical
engineering, including electronics.
Statement of Availability Required.
Box 222,
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Blind Landing of Aircraft -H. Diamond
and F. W. Dunmore -Research Paper RP238 (Jrnl. of Research of the National
sureau of Standards -Vol. 5, 1930)
Published by Dept. of Commerce, Bureau
of Standards.
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Landing Blind : System in Use at Pittsburgh Airport -C. S. Van Dresser-Radio
News-Vol. 20, July 1938, Page 16.
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Air Track has New Position Finder on
the Marker Aviation-Vol. 37, July 1938,
Page 41.

-
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Statue of Instrument Landing Systems
W. E. Jackson IRE Proceedings- June
1938, Page 681.
Experiments with Underground Ultra
High Frequency Antenna for Airplane
Landing Beam (Pit aerial and transmitter,
for centre of landing field to give steeper
approach path and other advantages: with
mathematical analysis and investigation of
polarization of received wave) -H. Diamond and F. W. Dunmore -National Bureau of Stds. Jrnl. of Research -Vol. 19,
#1, July 1937, Page 1.

Air Track -C. E. Planck-Southern Flight
Magazine, March 1937.
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1937.
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August 1935, Page
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22.
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InRadio Blind Landing System to be
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Flying in Fog -Aeroplane-Vol. 38, Feb.
5, 1930, Page 234.
E.

Aviation-Vol.

Marconi Aerodrome Approach Beacon
Equipment, Type WBD. 4 -The Marconi
Review-May -August 1937, #66, Page 15.
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High dielectric strength of

Geon

electrical insulation

proved by a string of beads
AS GEON insulated wire leaves the extruder and the
I. cooling bath in today's modern wire factories it
passes through a group of little metal beads like the ones

in the picture. In this test the beads are charged with high
voltages well beyond the requirements of the insulation
being applied to the wire. Thus high dielectric strength
which permits thin -wall insulation -and its attendant
gains in all phases of wiring efficiency -is assured.
Additional tests demonstrate and safeguard this and
other important electrical properties of the polyvinyl
material that has served so well as self- extinguishing insulation for navy cable of all kinds, abrasion- resistant
insulation for assault wire and in many other war applications. Soon GEON insulation will go into thousands of
new homes and factories that will be built when materials
are released for this purpose. For its electrical properties
will mean thinner insulation, which will permit more
conductors per.conduit. The slick surface will mean easier
installation; time and money saved. Its aging qualities

will practically eliminate maintenance and replacement.

Further, GEON electrical insulation has outstanding
resistance to chemicals, air and ozone, oils and greases,
aging and light. And it can easily be colored in the 14
standard NEMA colors. These properties may be had in
a wide variety of combinations to meet specific service
conditions.
Right now all the GEONS are subject to allocation by
the War Production Board. Limited quantities can be had
for experiment and our development staff and laboratory
facilities are available to help you work out any special
problems and applications. For more information write
department WW-1, Chemical Division, The B. F. Goodrich
Company, 324 Rose Building, Cleveland 15, Ohio.

CHEMICAL DIVISION
THE B. F. GOODRICH
324 ROSE BUILDING
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*
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CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
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The author examines sonic of the
implications of the war specifications
published by the British Standards Institution in "The Services Radio Components Book".
The resistance deviations of Fig. 7
are more or less nominal deviations to
be expected in "Class 2" composition
resistors, but the chart is useful as a
guide for circuit designers when selecting components.
The so-called "Class 2" composition
resistor is described as one having
medium stability and construced either
with a film composition or a solid
carbon composition moulded into a rod.
It may be either insulated or uninsulated.
The "Class 1," or high stability resistor is constructed with a carbon film
deposited on a glass or ceramic tube
and may be insulated, or not. The
"Class 1" resistor is characterized by
smaller deviations than are shown in
Fig. 7, the total deviations amounting
to approximately 11% from nominal,
instead of 271/2 %.
The author discusses briefly noise
voltages appearing in composition resistors and frequency effects, also wire
would and variable resistors.

TECHNICANA
[Continued from page 14]

If it's an antenna problem,
Johnson Engineers can give you
the answer. Don't waste power.
Johnson antenna coupling units
insure a perfect match and

maximum power transfer.
Housed in weatherproof
cabinets, they provide an inner
door with glass window for

observing

meter,

thereby

protecting observer from high
voltage.

Other Johnson products

phasing equipment,
include
concentric line, tower lighting
chokes, sampling transformers,
inductors, condensers, insulators
and similar items. Write for
more information and prices.

E. F.

Johnson

Co.

Waseca, Minn

From the mixer plate the signal is
taken to the first a -f. amplifier V4
through a combination parallel- series
low -pass filter. The a -f signal develops
across the series circuit and .is applied
to the grid of V4.
The second amplifier tube is V6.
Gain is adjusted by two controls leading to the V6 input. Tube V6 is a
triode -connected output pentode, used
as a cathode follower to provide an
output impedance of approximately 150
ohms.
Tube V7 is an electron -ray tube used
to adjust zero setting or to make frequency checks against the supply voltage frequency or its harmonics.
The capacity network is illustrated in
Fig. 6, in which C2 is the major part
of the tuning capacity for the variable
oscillator. Capacitor CI is employed
for zero adjustment.
The main tuning capacitor Cs, in
parallel with Co, is in series with C3
and C4 at the high setting, and in
parallel with CT at the low setting.
Full coverage of the range, without
cramping at either end, is made possible by the circuit used.
RESISTORS

* The limitations to the use

Wanted

ENGINEERS
Radio

Electrical
Electronic

Mechanical

EFFECT OF HIGH TEMPERATURE
SOLDERS ON COPPER WIRE
* Proof that commonly used high temperature molten solders have destructive
effect on copper wire has been discovered
by engineers of the Fairchild Camera &
Instrument Corporation, New York.
While conducting tests that resulted in
the finding of a new method for clean stripping Formex type insulation from fine
wire (sizes #36 -44), Fairchild engineers
explored this interesting phenomenon, and
have worked out a preventative. Since its
existence may not be generally known, this
destructive effect and the remedy should
he of particular interest to engineers and
[Continued on page 76]

of com-

position and carbon resistors are strikingly illustrated by use of a chart showing the cumulative effects of permissible deviations from nominal rated
value.
This chart, which is duplicated in
Fig. 7, was prepared by Thomas Rod dam in an article entitled "Standardized
Components, Part 1" which appears in
the December 1944 issue of Wireless
II'orld.

Metallurgical
PERCENT DEVIATION FROM NOMINAL

Factory Planning

so

40

30

10

Materials Handling
Manufacturing Planning

50

ó
z
220%

NORMAL TOLERANCE

6 MONTHS

SHELF
SOLDERING

CLIMATIC

Western Electric Co.

40

áz

Work in connection with the manufacture of a wide variety of new and advanced types of communications equipment and special electronic products.
Apply for write), giving
full qualifications, to:
R.L.D., EMPLOYMENT DEPT.,

30

20

10

10

t 3%

TESTS

31X

ROBUSTNESS
NORMAL

33X

L0A0 TEST

VOLTAGE

TEMPERATURE

COEFFICIENT

H

t5%

OVERLOAD
CO FFICIENT :

12 } %

±2i%

TEST

300 VOLTS

40.C.

0.15

%

/'c.

+7 }X

t6%

100 CENTRAL AV., KEARNY, N. J.
''Also: C. A. L.
Locust St.,

Haverhill, Moss.

Applicants must comply with WMC regulations

Figure 7
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Left- MARINE

SPEAKER; approved
the U. S. Coast Guard, for all
emergency loudspeaker systems on
ships. Re- entrant type horn. Models
up to 100 watts. May be used as
both speaker and microphone.
by

Right -RE- ENTRANT TRUMPET;
available in 2 1/2-3 1/2-4 1/2 -6 ft. sizes.
Compact. Delivers highly concentrated
sound with great efficiency over long
distances.

Left- RADIAL

HORN

SPEAKER;

a

31/2' re- entrant type horn.
Projects
sound over 360° area. Storm - proof.

Made of RACON Acoustic
to prevent resonant effects.

Material

Right-AEROPLANE

HORNS; superpowerful and efficient P.A. horns for
extreme range projection. 9 -4 and 2
unit Trumpets available.

Left- PACING HORN; extremely efficient 2' trumpet speaker for use
where highly concentrated sound is
required to override high noise levels.
Uses P.M. unit.

Right- RADIAL CONE SPEAKER;

liD"-1011114

projects sound over 360° area. Cone
speaker driven. Will blend with ceiling architecture. RACON Acoustic
Material prevents resonant effects.
SEND FOR CATALOG

BACON, pioneer and world's largest manufacturer of loudspeakers, horns and driving units, is working at capacity filling
diversified orders
speakers for Army,
Navy, Maritime Commission, Signal Corps,
etc. and industrial me. Now we are planning

-

ahead.

Practically all industrial firms are users,
or potential users of some type public -address, paging or sound distribution system.
Statistics prove that a properly planned
sound system installation is a good investment which in time generally pays for itself.
RACONS have always enjoyed a steady,
high sales volume. We believe they always

will, for our products are the finest that
money can buy, or engineering skill produce. Receiver units supplied with either
metal or plastic diaphragms. RACON products generally cost less than competitive
brands because a lower power-rated and
lower -priced RACON will outperform higher
power -rated units of other make. In other
words, don't let catalog list- prices fool you.
Basic costs and rated outputs are the prime
factors worth considering.
That's why leading sound men prefer and specify
BACONS, they are depend able-a safe bet for steady
sales and satisfied users.

RACON ELECTRIC CO. 52 EAST 19th ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.
IZAI)IO
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Complete

Flexibility
of Scene Setting
with

jz

ANCY
CL
ISIO
STUDIO
In a Clancy Television Studio,
any scene can be placed at any
angle anywhere in the studio
for best camera position and
lighting. The entire day's program can be set in advance.
After one act is televised, it can
be dismounted and moved out
without loss of time or interference with the next act. Where
needed, extra spotlights can be
carried on the same overhead

system.
The floor is completely clear
no
for easy maneuverability
ropes, props or other obstructions. While best incorporated
in the plans for new studios,
the Clancy Patented Studio can
be adapted to any
existing

-

television studio.

Write for
Complete Details

J.

R.

Clancy, Inc.

Syracuse 4, New York

World's Largest Manufacturers
of Mechanical Stage Equipment

WANTED
DESIGNER
A Central New England manufacturer
employing over 1000 people needs
Draftsman - Designer on telephone and
signaling (mechanical) apparatus.
Knowledge of die- casting and plastic
applications desirable.
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production men in the electrical, radio and
electronic fields.
The Fairchild tests with small diameter
coppor wires show the need of rigid temperature control, and, to a lesser degree,
close attention to solder composition, in
the hot tin dip method of tinning or soldering wires. The life of fine wire,
dipped in any solder, is lessened with increasing solder temperature. Low temperature solders, from the melting or liquid
point to 600 degrees (Fahrenheit), should
be used for tinning and making joints on
wire sizes finer than approximately #34
(.0063 -inch diameter).
Conclusions reached indicate high solder
temperatures are more destructive to wire
if the tin content of the solder is too high.
This destructive effect also increases as
the wire diameter becomes finer.
By
proper control and by proper clean- stripping -in case of insulated wires, synthetic
or otherwise-this danger can be avoided.
Tests reveal positively that life of a given
wire is greater if lead content of the
solder, for any temperature, is higher.
Hitherto, one of the most widely used
methods of stripping and tinning Formexinsulated wire has required that the wire
be dipped into molten solder held at about
1025 -1100° F. This is commonly known
as the "hot dip solder method," and is a
single -step operation for both stripping
and tinning such coated wire. Although
an efficient method, it has a major drawback in that high temperatures are required for proper removal of synthetic
insulation.
In this method, laboratory tests show
two effects: 1) the wire suffers a reduction in diameter in the stripped and tinned
section; 2) some embrittlement of the
wire occurs due to the high temperatures
encountered.
The crux of the investigation of the hot
clip solder method shows other factors.
Synthetic rosin -coated wire must be dipped,
above a critical temperature of 932° F.,
into molten solder. Polyvinal acetal insulation is transformed by the heat, and
insulation in this action apparently serves
as a flux to permit tinning of the copper
wire in the same dipping operation. More
positive and complete stripping and tinning
are obtained at slightly higher temperatures, approximately 1025 -1100° F. For
example, in the small wire sizes of #29
H.F. (Heavy Formex) and #40 H.F.,
the action is completed in about 10 and
three seconds, respectively, both at about
1050° F.
Further, if the wire is kept in the hot
solder long enough, the submerged section
is completely eaten away. "Long enough"
is an inadequate expression here; for
#29 H.F. wire it represents about 20 seconds, and for #40 H.F., 5 -6 seconds. The
leeway for #29 is relatively appreciable,
but not for #40 wire. Heavy Formex
will not properly strip and tin below the
indicated times, and fine wire suffers by
this tight control. Although stripping tinning action may be held through close
control to the minimum time required,
some copper loss can be expected. Higher
temperatures, up to 1175° F., reduce the
minimum dipping times, but also shorten
the destruction times. Number 40 H.F. is
destroyed practically as the stripping and

tinning are completed.
A review of this data leads to three
major conclusions:
1) The life and diameter of any small
to fine size copper wire in any solder is
decreased with increasing molten solder
temperatures.
2) The higher the tin content of tin/
lead solder, the shorter is the life of a
given wire in that solder for any given
solder temperature. Unfortunately, however, an all -lead solder results in a considerably weaker solder joint than tin/lead
solders.
3) For a given solder composition and
solder temperature, the finer the wire size
(diameter) the shorter is the wire life
in the solder.
Further conclusions to the tests are:
The all-around best solder of those
tested appears to be the 40/60 combination,
commonly referred to as soft solder. Other
solders in this vicinity may offer even
better properties. For certain other purposes, regardless of these findings, hard,
or 60/40 solder may be best.
Some form of wire weakening or loss
of tensile strength, broadly classified as
embrittlement, may be imparted to copper
wire from tin/lead solders in the 1000° F.
temperature range.
On the basis of these facts only, it is
apparent that a low solder temperature
should be used for tinning and /or making
joints on wire sizes finer than approximately #30 -32. Preferably, these solder
temperatures should be kept either within
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150° to 200° F. above the melting or liquid
point of the solder used, or under 600° F.

For Formex or Formvar coated wires, a
low tempertaure insulation stripping
method other than the hot tin dip method
now becomes necessary. Other methods,

involving high temperatures, such as the
gas flame method, tend to introduce wire
embrittlement and copper oxidation, and
are no better.
In summary, for the safety of the wire
lead being stripped, the production assembly schedule, or the final assembled piece
of precision equipment -electric motor or
is important that the
other appliance
fine sizes ( #34 -46) of synthetic coated
wire be stripped, tinned and joined or
soldered at temperatures at or under
600° F.
This phenomenon in wire destruction is
not alone interesting, it is important and
serious. Such reduction in diameter in hot
tin dipping means weakened leads, perhaps
production losses either at the dipping
operation, or later in assembly, and an inferior product that fails in the field; this
is especially true in the finer wire sizes
of #34-40, or even finer.
Based upon these initial observations,
detailed tests were conducted by Fairchild
engineers. The tests were to determine the
time required for complete destruction of
copper wire. Three variables had to be
considered in these tests:
1) Wire size-Three wire sizes, #29,
#34 and #40, were selected as representative of the more commonly used small and
fine wires which would suffer to some degree under this known destructive action.
2) Solders-Three tinning solders, 60
tin/40 lead, 40 tin /60 lead, and 0 tin/I00
lead (using pure lead), gave an approximate general working range down to pure
lead. This was considered an indicative
selection of tinning solders.
(Incidentally, metallurgically, all solders
with a melting point below 600 -700° F. are
defined as "soft" solders. All solders having a melting point of approximately 11001200° F. are considered "hard" solders;
this includes silver solders. Sometimes,
though, silver solder is used ; its melting
point is about 1200° F. All the tin /lead
solders are considered "soft," but 40/60 is
often referred to as "soft" solder; 50/50
as "common" solder; 60/40 as "hard"
solder. The difference in solder designations, metallurgically, and in the trade,
should be borne in mind.)
3) Solder temperature -For purposes of
these tests at Fairchild's, temperature
ranges of 550 to 1175° F. were selected.
A 600° range represents the lowest reasonable working temperature practical, just
above the melting or liquid points of soft
solders. It should be noted that 60/40
solder melts and goes into the liquid state
at about 400° F., 40/60 solder becomes
mushy at its melting point of about 360°
F., and goes into the liquid state at about
475° F., and pure lead melts to a liquid
at 621° F.
The 1100° F. group, however, was considered as representing the approximate
working range that would be encountered
in normal practice for hot tin dip stripping
of Formex. In these laboratory tests it
was found that Heavy Formex coated wire

-it
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required minimum temperatures of 10051025° F. to be stripped.
All test samples of copper wire were
stripped in advance of the synthetic insulation. This was essential because, first,
the synthetic insulation would not be affected by temperatures below 1000° F.;
second, all wire specimens should be in
like condition for the consistency of test
results. Formex was stripped from the
wire samples by the new Fairchild process
of stripping Formex coating by dipping
the wire in two chemical solutions, leaving
test specimens in thoroughly clean and
usable condition.
All wire test specimens were bent into
a standard hairpin shape with one side
bent outward at right angles near the end
opposite the loop. The specimens were
handled by this projection. They were
plunged, loop down, into the molten solder,
only deep enough to permit the free side
to remain out of the solder to about one half its length. When this vertical projection fell over, due to the destructive
action of the solder, the test specimen IA as
considered destroyed as the wire was so
eaten away as to be incapable of supporting
even this small weight.
The wire life or destruction time was
measured accurately from the moment of
entry into the solder. The solder was
kept in a temperature -controlled, electrically- heated castiron pot of two cubic
inches capacity. Dross was scraped from
the solder surface immediately before
each test.
No attempt was made in the Fairchild
investigation to determine an optimum
tin /lead ratio.
All curves clearly demonstrate that temperature increase has a tremendously nonbeneficial effect upon the destruction time.
An unfortunate but important outcome of
this analysis is that, for a given set of
conditions, wire life decreases materially
with decrease in wire size (diameter).
This destruction of the copper is believed to be an alloying away, or driving
into, solution of the copper largely by the
tin in the solder and to a smaller degree
by the lead. Melting points of these three
metals are: copper 1981° F., tin 450° F.,
and lead 621° F.
In metallurgy, two
metals of different melting points will result in a mixture with a lower melting
point than either of the constituent metals
possesses alone. Although the melting
point of the copper is high, it is believed
that the presence of the two other molten
metals causes the copper to be dissolved
into the tin /lead alloy by this action. In
effect, the molten solder is the solvent.
The second detrimental condition of
wire embrittlement at high temperatures
has been observed.
Photo -micrographic
analysis of longitudinal sections of untinned and tinned wires shows a surface to
subsurface coarsening of the copper crystals in 1050° F. solder dipped wire. This
zone does not penetrate to a great depth.
Also, a new constituent of possibly a
copper -tin alloy is to be found between
the solder and copper zones in the 1050° F.
wire. This new constituent generally is
hard and probably is a contributing factor
to fatigue failure of wire. This condition
has not been extensively at Fairchild
Camera & Instrument, and only in a secondary sense.
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HARVEY UHX -25

HARVEY "AMPLI - STRIP"

25-Watt General Purpose Rodio-Telephone Transmitter- Avoilable for operation between 1.5 M.C. and 30 M. C.
A

For I-F and AUDIO

Amplificatio.

The units illustrated cre representative of

Marine 25 Rodio Telephone are typical

design and constuction "know -how" as well as precision of
manufacture and testing. Each is a precision product designed and developed by
HARVEY OF CAMBRIDGE to fill specific needs
in the radio -electrons_ fields.
Some, like the 205 PA Power Supply
and the " Ampli- Strip' are new deve opments resulting fom HARVEY's one -hundred
per cent war work.
Others, like the UHX -25 Transmitter Ind

of

HARVEY OF CAMBRIDGE

HARVEY OF CAMBRIDGE

have

products which

lotg

been recognized as standards
of qual ty and dependability.
Years of exclusive spec alization in the
manufacture and develcpment of tuffs

type of equipment are your guarantee of
comple-e satisfaction from all HARVEY OF
CAMBRICGE products and o` competent, intelligent cssistance in brirg'ng to a successful soluticn any of your present or
projected rad o- electronic problems.

s

HARVEY Regulated Power
Supply 206 PA
For laboratory D.
to 1000 volts.

C

HARVEY MARINE 25

Source -Range 500

A 6- Channel

Mcrine -Rodio Telephone.

i

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
454

CONCORD AVENUE

CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS
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The Greeks gave us
i1OW Nye
Sperry first developed its
velocity- modulated, ultra-highfrequency tube, the word "KLYSTRON" was registered as the name
of the new device.
This name from the Greek, as
coined by scientists of Stanford University is an apt description of the
bunching ofelectrons between spaced
grids within the tube.
"Klystron" is a good name. So
good, that it has come into widespread use as the handy way to designate any tube of its general type.
lk HEN

1 V

-

-

a NVord fbr it

give it to

whether a Sperry product or not.
This is perfectly understandable.
For the technical description of a

YO1(
comply with these requests

Sperry will, of course, continue to
make the many types of Klystrons it
now produces, and to develop new
ones.

On request, information about
Klystrons will be sent, subject to
military restrictions.

SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY, INC. GREAT
G/i-ru.'fiont

el

.Virerry

'w ,,

HONOLULU

ELECTRONICS

RAUAR

NECK, N.Y.

oralien
LOS ANGELES

GYROSCOPICS

...

From now on, the name KLYSTRON
belongs to the public, and may be
used by anyone as the designation
for velocity- modulated tubes of any
manufacture.

Klystron -type tube is unwieldy,
whether in written specifications, in
conversation, or in instructing members of the Armed Forces in the operation of devices employing such tubes.
These conditions have prompted
many requests from standardization
agencies -including those of the
Army and Navy -for unrestricted use
of the name Klystron. In the public
interest, Sperry has been glad to

.
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